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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Innovation has always played an important role in the field of historic preservation.  The 
interdisciplinary nature of the activities associated with preservation has been critical in 
challenging professionals to think creatively and to employ a wide variety of tools, 
techniques and methodologies.  In today’s world the use of new technologies is all 
around us, in our pockets, homes, classrooms, and offices.  Individuals are becoming 
increasingly self-sufficient through a powerful combination of more affordable and user-
friendly computers and software.  It is time for preservation practitioners to look once 
again at the innovations being developed in allied fields and beyond.  While collaboration 
across disciplines is well established in historic preservation, the tools of many trades are 
changing fast. 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the evolution of the National Park Service’s 
historic structure report (HSR).  The review will serve to better understand this important 
document’s goals and uses.  It will also provide an opportunity to envision the ways in 
which the HSR can be updated with an improved integration of technology. Given the 
changing nature of the tools with which historic preservation professionals work, it is a 
critical moment to re-evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the current historic 
structure report guidelines.  Consideration must be given to how the new technology 
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associated with a dynamic, user-driven internet, can be incorporated into a more effective 
and far-reaching digital preservation archive.     
The second chapter of this investigation begins with an overview of the origin and 
evolution of the HSR.  By establishing the values with which the report was initially 
developed, it creates an opportunity to ask how the current guidelines reflect these goals, 
and also how things have changed.  The third chapter follows with a careful look at the 
findings and influence of the HSR Task Force, appointed in 1990 by the National Park 
Service.  The impact that the Task Force recommendations had on future revisions to the 
historic structure report shows that change is a necessary part of the success and survival 
of the document.  The fourth chapter briefly summarizes the current HSR guidelines as 
found in the NPS policy Director’s Order #28: Cultural Resource Management.     
Starting with the fifth chapter, this investigation turns to the exploration of technology in 
the realm of cultural heritage.  Previous uses of digital information management 
techniques by the National Park Service and others will be described.  Concrete examples 
will be given to show how web-driven technologies have already been utilized to enhance 
the management, analysis and dissemination of data.  Returning the discussion to the 
historic structure report, chapter six will show not only how the tools illustrated could be 
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applied to the HSR, but how doing so may actually help NPS help achieve their mission 
to protect and preserve the country’s cultural resources. 
It should be acknowledged that the HSR is both a formal National Park Service report as 
well as a concept within the field of cultural resource management.  For the purposes of 
this thesis, the investigation will concentrate on how the HSR evolved specifically within 
the context of NPS.  There are a few reasons for such a decision.   
To begin with, this thesis is attempting to lay a foundation so that real advances can be 
made in how the historic structure report – whether within or outside of NPS – is 
approached and envisioned.  However, before changes can be considered, the history of 
the inception, definition, and use of the report must be carefully examined so that the 
concepts behind it are clear.  While the fact that the historic structure report originated 
within the National Park Service is important, it is not as critical as the many years the 
agency has spent revising its preparation guidelines.  This consistent review process 
leaves a vital trail of evidence that allows the variations on this one same theme  - the 
historic structure report – to be contextualized and analyzed.  Furthermore, as will be 
seen, people feel strongly about whether the principal role of the HSR is for the 
management or the documentation of a site.  While this debate may seem odd to someone 
who works with a conceptual HSR outside of specific NPS guidelines, the layers of 
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policy that surround the report do sometimes lead to an either/or scenario.  It is, in many 
ways, precisely because of this either/or scenario, that the use of technology presents 
itself as a necessary tool in cultural resource information management.  A new 
opportunity for flexibility now exists that has yet to be considered in the HSR preparation 
guidelines.  Working with internet-based technologies offers diverse users the chance to 
access, examine, and analyze the same information yet from many different approaches.  
This thesis will show that the time has come to once again evaluate and revise the 
guidelines surrounding this important document to reflect the undeniable changes that 
have occurred in the field of historic preservation due to the impact of technology.
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CHAPTER 2:  
THE EVOLUTION OF THE HISTORIC STRUCTURE REPORT 
2.1 THE ORIGINS OF THE HSR 
The National Park Service 1935 publication, The Physical History of the Moore House, 
1930-1934 is almost unanimously acknowledged to be the first historic structure report.1
The document, written by Charles E. Peterson, was produced after work had been done to 
restore the Moore House, a resource of the Colonial National History Park.  Over the next 
several years, NPS continued generating reports similar to Peterson’s, as a way to 
compile both the archival and physical material available about a historic structure.  As 
one scholar notes, these reports “established a National Park Service 
precedent...[underscoring] the importance of documenting for future researchers.”2
                                               
1 See Randall J. Biallas,  “Evolution of Historic Structure Reports and Historic Structure Preservation 
Guides of the U.S. National Park Service,” (pages 7-17) and Thomas H. Spiers Jr., “Architectural 
Investigation and Analysis for Historic Structure Reports,” (pages 23-26) in the Bulletin of the Association 
for Preservation Technology 14, no. 4, Historic Structure Reports (1982). 
2 Randall J. Biallas,  “Evolution of Historic Structure Reports and Historic Structure Preservation Guides of 
the U.S. National Park Service,” Bulletin of the Association for Preservation Technology 14, no. 4, Historic 
Structure Reports (1982), 7,  
http://proxy.library.upenn.edu:8186/sici?sici=0044-
9466%281982%2914%3A4%3C7%3AEOHSRA%3E2.0.CO%3B2-O (accessed on October 26, 2006). 
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In 1957, the director of the Park Service, Conrad L. Wirth, created an organization-wide 
format for what he referred to as the “Historic Building Report.”3  The format for the 
report required the following sections; Administrative Data, Historical Data, 
Architectural Data, Archaeological Data, Landscape Data, and Furnishings and Exhibits 
Data (Fig. 1).  
Administrative Data
Section
Architectural Data
Section
Archaeological
Data Section
Furnishing and
Exhibition Data
Section
Historical Data
Section
Landscape Data
Section
Figure 1. 1957 Organizational structure of the Historic Buildings Report Form.
                                               
3 Ibid. 
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A year later the term “Historic Structure Report” appeared in a memo and has remained 
in use ever since.4  Despite being an official National Park Service document, the concept 
as well as the name was embraced widely throughout the field of historic preservation.      
In 1963 the Historic and Prehistoric Structures Handbook was released.  It offered a 
detailed description of when it was necessary to produce a historic structure report (HSR) 
and a guideline for the now three required sections of the document.5  In terms of 
organization, Parts One and Two shared the same overall structure, requiring an approval 
sheet, a title and table of contents, and then a separate section for each of the data 
sections listed above (See Appendix B).  As will be explained shortly, part three had its 
own simpler organization. 
 Part One of the report was to introduce the proposed work to be done to the building, as 
well as evidence supporting the structure’s historic and/or architectural significance.  
What follows is a brief summary of the content for each of the six data categories, which 
will be discussed in further detail in the analysis section of the HSR.   
                                               
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid., 9. 
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The Administrative Data section required such information as the name and number of 
the building, the proposed use of the structure, and an initial estimate of the cost for the 
treatment intended.6  The Historical Data section called for a “brief statement of local 
tradition and hearsay regarding [the] structure,” and a summary of the “readily available 
documentary evidence.”7  For applicable sites, the Archaeological Data section required a 
list of archaeological reports already written about the proposed work, a comment about 
future research (if it was being considered), and a cost estimate.  Landscape Data 
included a summary of any remaining physical evidence, a review of the history of walks, 
paths, roads, etc., from “readily available documentary evidence,” and a description of 
future research and associated costs.8  Finally, the Furnishing and Exhibition Data (when 
applicable) called for an evaluation of the structure’s historic furnishings, a plan for how 
proposed refurnishing would be paid for, and a cost estimate.   
If the proper approval was given, Part Two of the historic structure report was prepared.  
The purpose of this section was to present the “basic information necessary to proceed 
                                               
6 For a complete list of the information collected in each data section, consult the Historic and Prehistoric 
Structures Handbook, Release No. 2, April 1963, Part 1, Chapter 4, pages 5-16, reprinted in pages 9-11 of 
Biallas, 1982. 
7 Biallas,  “Evolution of Historic Structure Reports,” 10. 
8 Ibid.
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with the final construction drawings, specifications, and proposed work.”9  As mentioned 
before, Part Two followed the same organizational structure as Part One.  This time the 
goal was to supplement the same six data categories, either with more thorough research 
or with the results from the investigations that had been recommended in Part One.  For 
example, the Historical Data section stated that, “reasonable efforts should be made to 
exhaust the documentary evidence” available.10  Likewise, the Architectural and 
Landscape Data sections called for the detailed documentation of existing fabric and 
conditions.  The Archaeological and Furnishings Data sections were to include the results 
of the evidence collected during the completion of the surveys recommended in Part One. 
Part Three was prepared after the restoration work to the building was finished.  
Photographs comparing the structure “before” and “after” were required, again with the 
idea of helping future researchers. This final part of the report was intended as an archive 
documenting both the evolutionary evidence found at the beginning of the process, as 
well as the subsequent changes that were made with these findings in mind.  The level of 
detail required was “sufficient [enough] for interpretation and maintenance purposes.” 11
                                               
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid., 11. 
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2.2 THE EVOLUTION OF THE REPORT
A few years later another revision was made to the format of the HSR.  Beginning with 
the 1971 release of the Activities Standards, all documentation concerning any treatment 
done to a building would be written up in a new and separate publication entitled Historic 
Structure Preservation Guide.  Much like Part Three of the previous format, this report 
would serve mainly as a maintenance guide for site managers.  In the release, the 
document is described as being “tailored to the individual needs of a restored or 
reconstructed structure, from which park management may obtain guidance for 
continuing normal maintenance and minor repairs.”12  Information such as drawings, 
technical specifications, repair schedules and guidelines, and other material relevant to 
maintenance were included in the Historic Structure Preservation Guide.  The revised 
version of the HSR was then simplified to contain an Administrative Section, a Historical 
Data Section, an Archaeological Data Section and an Architectural Data Section (Fig. 
2).13 
                                               
12 Ibid., 12. 
13 Ibid., 8. 
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Administrative
Section
Historical Data
Section
Archaeological
Data Section
Architectural
Data Section
Historic
Structure
Preservation
Guide
Figure 2. 1971 organizational structure of the Historic Structure Report after the release of the Activities 
Standards.
The 1971 changes streamlined the approval process used in the previous version of the 
historic structure report.  The increasing depth of research that had before been completed 
between Parts One and Two was now simply undertaken from the beginning.  In these 
terms, a structure’s background information was still categorized as Historical Data, and 
a summary of existing conditions was still addressed in the Architectural Data Section. 
The difference now was that these elements would be compiled into the same report 
rather than having to be put through the approval process used before. 
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 Along with the introduction of the Historic Structure Preservation Guide, one other 
important change was introduced in 1971.   It was determined that any historical data that 
was critical to the building but not specifically relevant to the proposed treatment would 
be compiled in a new and separate report.14  This modification, though seemingly modest, 
will be revisited in the analysis section as an example of the changing understanding and 
evolving goals of the HSR.  
The next restructuring of the report happened in 1979, and was specifically intended for 
HSRs written as a part of the Historic Preservation Fund.15  The guidelines began by 
stating that, “The following professional standards and requirements for historical, 
architectural and archaeological documentation have been established to insure 
that…properties listed in the National Register are preserved…in a historically accurate 
and professional manner.”16  This focus on standardization is reinforced in some of the 
changes made to the format of the report.  
                                               
14 Ibid., 12. 
15 The Historic Preservation Fund was established under the 1966 National Historic Preservation Act.  
Congress approves money for use by local, state and tribal governments to help win matching grants in 
order to fund preservation efforts.   
16 Ibid., 13. 
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The new version strayed from past categorizations of data (such as Administrative, 
Historical, Architectural, etc.) and instead broke the report down into more specific 
deliverables (Fig. 3).   
Brief
History of
Property
Construction
History
(Original)
Contemporary
Descriptions
Alternatives
and Changes
Existing
Conditions
Interior of Building
(Materials,
construction, and
cation of
problems)
Measured Drawings,
Architectural Plans,
Elevations, Sections,
Details, Photographs of
Details and Elevations
Evaluation of the
Documentation and
Development of the
Proposal for Restoration/
Rehabilitation or
Reconstruction
Figure 3. 1979 organizational structure of the Historic Structure Report as revised by the Historic 
Preservation Fund Grant Management Manual.
The guidelines used perhaps the most precise language to date in order to define the 
recommended content of a historic structure report.  Sections such as Construction 
History, Contemporary Descriptions, Alterations and Changes, Existing Conditions, and 
Interior of Building brought a clearer sense of chronology to the format of the actual 
report.  Concise bullet points under each section provided highly specific examples of the 
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themes to be address and/or sources to be consulted (See Appendix D).  A brief set of 
suggestions concerning how and when to appropriately use historical and architectural 
documentation was also included in the guidelines.  Overall, years of re-evaluation plus 
the need to standardize methodology created the most specific and condensed format yet 
for the historic structure report. 
2.3 DIRECTOR’S ORDER #28 AND THE CONTEMPORARY HSR 
In 1980, the National Park Service published Release No. 1 of the Cultural Resource 
Management Guideline (NPS-28), which despite several revisions over the years, is still 
in use today.  The HSR’s organizational structure was once again changed to re-establish 
three required sections for the report: an Administrative Data section, a Physical History 
and Analysis section, and an Appendix (see Fig. 4).17
                                               
17 Billy G. Garrett, “Historic Structure Reports: A Redefinition,” CRM Bulletin 13, no. 4 (1990): 4. 
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Administrative
Data Section
Physical History
and Analysis
Section
Appendix
Figure 4. 1980 organizational structure of the Historic Structure Report after Release No. 1 of the Cultural 
Resource Management Guideline (NPS-28).
One scholar explains that the new format “encouraged a multidisciplinary working 
relationship that would lead to integrated recommendations to park management.”18     
The suggested content of the “Administrative Data Section” was not significantly 
different than what was seen in the previous guideline for the HSR.  The most notable 
                                               
18 Biallas, “Evolution of Historic Structure Reports,” 8. 
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change was that the individual “deliverables” from the 1979 revision were once again 
categorized into one separate section of the report, this time entitled the “Physical History 
and Analysis Section.”  The revised format called for such critical and diverse 
information as the significance of the building, engineering reports, conditions 
assessments, recommendations for future research, etc., to all be addressed in this second 
part of the HSR.  The third and final part of the HSR was the appendix.  This section was 
to include such items as a bibliography, findings of materials-related research, and any 
other valuable information concerning the structure but not necessarily connected to the 
proposed work.   
The Historic Structure Preservation Guide was still intended to provide important 
maintenance information such as “instructions, schedules, and reference materials” to 
managers.19  While the Preservation Guide content did not change drastically, there was 
a great effort to systematize both the materials and the activities associated with 
maintenance in an effort to integrate the use of computers in the preparation of the 
HSR.20 
                                               
19 Ibid., 16. 
20 The author acknowledges that Randall J. Biallas first made this point in his 1982 article summarizing the 
evolution of the HSR.   
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Perhaps some of the most significant language of NPS-28 came out of the Technical 
Supplement which was first published in draft form in 1984.  “Levels of Investigation” 
were developed so as to gauge the appropriate intensity of the research to be conducted 
during the preparation of an HSR.  Such a determination was made according to the 
“Significance [and] condition” of the structure and “the level of treatment” being 
proposed.21  The three levels of investigation were described as “exhaustive,” “thorough,” 
and “limited.”22  In the following chapter, this guideline will be examined more 
thoroughly as an acknowledgement of the need for flexibility and the constraints of time 
and resources felt by many sites when engaged in the process of completing an HSR.
2.4 CHAPTER CONCLUSION
This brief summary of the HSR’s history has been provided to establish a general 
understanding of the report’s evolution.  It is now critical to examine the details of the 
revisions made, both to the format and to the content of the report, in order to see which 
of the goals have changed over time and which remain.
                                               
21 Garrett, “Historic Structure Reports: A Redefinition,” 4. 
22 Ibid.  These same guidelines still exist today in the current version of NPS-28 Cultural Resource 
Management Guideline (see Chapter 2, page 2). 
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CHAPTER 3:  
AN OVERVIEW OF THE HISTORIC STRUCTURE REPORT TASK 
FORCE AND AN ANALYSIS OF THEIR FINDINGS
3.1 PURPOSE OF THE ANALYSIS
In order to better understand the purpose of the historic structure report, a clear and 
thorough understanding of its goals, strengths and weaknesses must be presented.  This 
chapter will explore the motivations behind both the conceptual and technical revisions 
that were made to the report over the years.  Due to the significant impact it had, the work 
of the HSR Task Force, appointed by NPS in 1990, will be carefully reviewed. 
3.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CHANGES TO THE HSR 
From the beginning, the “Data Sections” created within the HSR reflected an 
understanding of the need for an interdisciplinary approach to research.  Categories such 
as “Historical Data,” “Architectural Data,” “Archaeological Data,” “Landscape Data,” 
etc., indicated that the report was to collect a variety of kinds of information 
From the language of the 1963 HSR preparation guidelines, it is clear that Part One was 
meant to offer a preliminary idea of the proposed work, as well as the character and 
condition of the building.  “[Part One] scratches the surface of the available documentary 
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evidence and presents only the minimum amount necessary as the basis for administrative 
decision.”23
Once approved, Part Two was intended to be a “reasonable attempt to exhaust the 
documentary evidence.”24  Described as a “supplement” to Part One, the instructions 
stated that, “Nothing need be repeated from Part I except as specifically required by the 
Part II contents.”25  Such exceptions existed however, with some sections of Part Two 
calling for “condensed restatements” in order to summarize previous work.  Though 
efforts may have been made to avoid redundancy between the two sections of the report, 
the research process itself was repetitive and cumbersome.  Time and resources first had 
to be spent in order to establish the minimum documentary evidence needed for 
preliminary approval.  Then, the archival material had to be revisited in order to 
“exhaust” the available resources, as mentioned above.26
                                               
23 Biallas, “Evolution of Historic Structure Reports,” 9. 
24 Ibid., 10. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid. 
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The inefficiency of this process points to an ongoing weakness of the HSR; how to 
determine the appropriate “level of investigation.”27  Similar to today’s standards, in the 
past, the classification a structure’s significance was used to evaluate the intensity of the 
research needed in the preparation of the HSR.28  As stated in the 1963 Historic 
Preservation Structures Handbook: 
The extent of these reports should be commensurate with the architectural 
and/or historic significance of the individual structure. While it is 
important that complete and adequate information is obtained, care should 
be taken to prevent inclusion of material irrelevant to the classification.29
Though an understandable approach, later guidelines from a 1981 revision acknowledged 
that it was not always easy to employ the suggested parameters:   
During the course of research for a historic structure report, it may be 
economical or desirable to gather data not specifically needed to support 
the treatment project.  Such data on a structure, its occupants, its grounds, 
and/or its furnishings may be desired for interpretive or other purposes.  
When such is the case, the park should program for a historic resources 
study, historic grounds report, and/or historic furnishing report in 
conjunction with the HSR and should request funding from an appropriate 
source.30
                                               
27 This term is used in the current release of Cultural Resources Management Guideline (NPS-28), June 
1998, Chapter 2, page 2.  
28 See Historic and Prehistoric Structures Handbook, Release No. 2, April 1963, Part 1, Chapter 4, page 5, 
reprinted on page 9 of Biallas, 1982. 
29 Biallas, “Evolution of Historic Structure Reports,” 9. 
30 Ibid., 15.  
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This quote points directly to the complexity of how to balance the common economic and 
time constraints involved in the preparation of an HSR, with the possibility of uncovering 
important research that may happen to lie outside of the defined scope of interest. 
It also raises another critical component of the HSR’s evolution, which is the definition 
of its intended use.  As discussed before, Peterson’s original investigation was written 
with the specific purpose of documenting a building before a treatment was carried out.  
While this principle has remained central to the purpose of an HSR, other intents for the 
report also developed over time.  Understandably, these evolving uses complicated the 
preparation process and caused confusion in defining the report’s ultimate purpose.  It 
was precisely this lack of clarity that led to the creation of a Task Force charged with 
revisiting the fundamentals of the HSR and developing recommendations for its 
improvement. 
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3.3 THE HSR TASK FORCE
In the beginning of 1990, the National Park Service created a Task Force to re-evaluate 
the “approach, content, and application” of the historic structure report.31  The review 
was motivated by the increasing costs associated with the preparation of the report, the 
concern that smaller scale maintenance projects were being overlooked by NPS, and the 
overall lack of clarity in the definition and use of the HSR.  Two editions of the “Cultural 
Resources Management Bulletin,” published that same year by the National Park Service, 
were dedicated to the topic.32
3.3.1 Task Force Recommendations and Responses 
The first series of publications released by the Task Force begins by summarizing their 
approach not “as a theoretical exercise but as a practical one.”33  By asking such 
questions as, “What is the intent behind [the] creation of an HSR?” and “Why has this 
existing guideline not been successful in limiting the scope [of the report]?” the Task 
                                               
31 Randall J. Biallas, “Evolution of Historic Structure Reports at the U.S. National Park Service: An 
Update,” APT Bulletin 28, no. 1 (1997); 19-22, 
http://proxy.library.upenn.edu:8186/sici?sici=0848-
8525%281997%2928%3A1%3C19%3AEOHSRA%3E2.0.CO%3B2-Z
(accessed October 26, 2006).  The task force was made up of NPS professionals from a variety of positions 
and locations so as to provide representation from many different contexts within the Park System.  The 
team was evaluating NPS-28, Release No. 3, which was the guideline being used at the time.  
32 See CRM Bulletin 13, nos. 4 and 6 (1990). 
33 Garrett, “Historic Structure Reports: A Redefinition,” 2. 
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Force notes the need to develop “a comprehensive impression of the interface between 
theory and practice in [the] preparation and use of HSRs.”34  This thesis demonstrates 
that more than fifteen years later such an understanding is still needed, as it is precisely 
this discrepancy that continues to complicate the report.  
One of the most fundamental questions posed by the Task Force in their first set of 
articles is whether the HRS should be treated more as a “reference document for 
researchers” or a “decision guide for managers.”35  The many revisions to the report’s 
structure reflect the push and pull between limiting the research to data that is directly 
related to a proposed treatment, and recognizing that the history and significance of a 
structure must often be derived out of a context wider than just fabric.  Throughout its 
evolution one of the most fundamental purposes of an HSR has been “to consider the 
merits of any proposed activity” such as “basic stabilization, rehabilitation, remodeling, 
restoration-reconstruction or demolition.”36   However, in the 1981 reissue of Charles E. 
Peterson’s report The Physical History of the Moore House, 1930-1934, the renowned 
                                               
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Historic and Prehistoric Structures Handbook, Release No. 2, April 1963, Part 1, Chapter 4, page 5, 
reprinted on page 9 of Biallas, 1982. 
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NPS architect and preservationist Lee H. Nelson offers the following explanation of the 
report’s intent: 
A Historic Structures Report, first defined by the Moore House Report in 
1935, is usually a compendium of all known information about the historic 
structure, and includes documents such as letters, photographs, drawings, 
etc., together with the rest of the results of archaeological and architectural 
investigations, to better understand the building, its evolution and present 
condition.37
Nelson’s definition, suggestive of a more comprehensive investigation, is a good example 
of just one of the many competing understandings of the intended purpose of the HSR. 
Throughout their first set of articles, the Task Force shows an incredible sensitivity 
towards the need for more focus, flexibility and practicality within the HSR preparation 
guidelines.  Though the nine recommendations try to minimize redundancy and maximize 
the usefulness of the report, an overall analysis of the conflicting interpretations is still 
missing.  Despite a clear attempt at a comprehensive approach, the Task Force still 
ultimately creates a scenario in which the structure of the report must be either for the 
purpose of reference or for management.   In the following pages the nine 
                                               
37 Lee H. Nelson, “The Moore House Report: A Retrospective,” in The Moore House: The Site of the 
Surrender – Yorktown, by Charles E. Peterson (Washington D.C.: National Parks and Conservation 
Association, 1981), ix. 
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recommendations will be reviewed in an effort to fully demonstrate the complexity of the 
job undertaken by the Task Force. 
3.3.2 Recommendation 1 
    Define an HSR as a reference document that contains any [emphasis 
    mine] of three types of information about a historic structure: (a)  
    physical history and condition, (b) alternative ways of meeting 
    management objectives, and (c) specifics of actual treatment.38
Perhaps most progressive about this suggestion is the acknowledgment that each 
individual case best determine what needs to be included in an HSR.  In the explanation 
following this recommendation, the Task Force is careful to point out that whether a 
historic structure report covers all of a structure’s physical history or whether it only 
addresses one period, it is a decision that should be driven by the planning needs of 
management, not by a predetermined requirement.  It is critical to note, however, that for 
as flexible and practical as this suggestion may be, it is once again returning to the 
interpretation of the HSR as a principally management document. 
3.3.3 Recommendation 2 
    Restrict the content of HSRs to information that bears directly on historic 
    fabric and character.39
                                               
38 Garret, “A New Conceptual Model,” 2. 
39 Ibid. 
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This second recommendation exemplifies the need for focus, stating that the data 
included in an HSR should be limited only to information relevant to the built structure.  
In the issue of the CRM Bulletin that follows up the initial work of the Task Force, NPS 
Chief Historian Edwin C. Bearss comments on this very problem.  He cites one example 
of an HSR hundreds of pages long, yet ultimately unhelpful when it yields only “half a 
dozen pages of data on the building’s structural evolution [that are] of use” to the 
planning process.40
Just as Chief Historian Bearss offers his reaction to the initial work of the Task Force, the 
Building Conservation Branch (BCB) of the North Atlantic Cultural Resources Center 
also comments on the recommendations.  As suggested by the title of their article, 
“HSRs: Documentation First,” one of the group’s principal concerns is the critical task of 
documentation.  “It is the BCB’s conviction that the primary – even exclusive – purpose 
of a HSR is to document a structure.”41  They argue that resources such as measured 
drawings, photographs, and oral histories can all contribute to the creation of an HSR that 
                                               
40 Edwin C. Bearss, “The Chief Historian’s Reflections on Historic Structure Reports and the Need to 
Redefine our Approach,” CRM Bulletin 13, no. 6 (1990): 5-6. 
41 Building Conservation Branch, “HSRs: Documentation First,” CRM Bulletin 13, no. 6 (1990): 12. 
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“provides managers with the information they need to respond to virtually any 
development issue.”42  They go on to assert that: 
The BCB has found that information uncovered during the preparation of 
a HSR can often broaden the understanding of the resource and its 
significance to its park’s mission.43
How Bearss and the BCB both respond to the recommendations of the Task Force 
demonstrates that despite calling it by the same name, they are clearly referring to two 
different reports with two different processes   for achieving the protection of a historic 
structure.   
In calling for content restricted to “historic fabric and character,” the Task Force suggests 
that it is not the interdisciplinary nature of the report that needs to change, but rather the 
inclusion “of any research that does not contribute to an understanding of the condition 
and integrity of a historic structure.”44  Throughout its evolution, one of the most 
consistent elements of the HSR has been the importance placed on cross-disciplinary 
cooperation.  Differences in how an archaeologist, architect, architectural historian, and 
historic preservationist define contributing evidence, therefore seems to be the precise 
                                               
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Garret, “A New Conceptual Model,” 2. 
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reason that all are involved in the investigation process. The need to bring focus to the 
structure of the HSR is undeniable, but how to do it depends on a clearly stated and 
agreed upon intent for the preparation of the report.  With serious discrepancies in 
interpretation such as those cited above, it is difficult to imagine how research goals can 
be effectively communicated to an interdisciplinary team in order for the process to stay 
focused.   
3.3.4 Recommendation 3 
    Limit the scope of an HSR according to the availability of information in  
    other convenient sources.45
Practicality drives the third recommendation.  The Task Force recognizes that, perhaps 
unlike the past, many of today’s parks already have vast quantities of information about 
their resources in the form of “old HSRs…research notes, measured drawings, 
photographs, condition assessments, National Register nominations,” as well as other 
documents, that could be easily and effectively used in the preparation of an HSR.  
Referring to this collection of diverse data as a “reference file,” this point nicely 
acknowledges the need to update the preparation process to more accurately reflect the 
wide variety of resources to which many parks already have access.      
                                               
45 Ibid, 3. 
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This recommendation did not pass without comment by the Building Conservation 
Branch: 
 Our experience has shown that writers of HSRs must investigate primary 
sources of information in order to verify the accuracy and completeness of 
the information in those other “convenient sources.” Even National 
Register nominations have proven to be erroneous. The BCB also believes 
that one of the main values of a HSR is the way in which it pulls together 
in a coherent and related manner information from many sources.46
The issues the BCB presents in response to the idea of using “convenient sources” are 
important ones, yet they go beyond the scope of the preparation of an HSR.  The Task 
Force recommends that, when possible, documentation from a park’s own collection be 
consulted and implemented.  If there are errors in even the most basic of documentation 
used in the maintenance and management of NPS historic structures, there may be 
problems much more serious than how to prepare an effective historic structure report.  It 
is difficult to argue against confirming the “accuracy and completeness” of sources 
during any type of investigation, however if the information collected by the parks over 
the years is so unreliable, it is a systematic problem that must be dealt with immediately.  
As for the BCB’s belief that the strength of the HSR lies in its diverse body of data 
coming from many different sources, the Task Force makes no indication that such an 
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approach need change.  The examples cited by the Task Force during the explanation of 
the recommendation, as well as by the BCB during their response, both offer a wide 
variety of sources that can be consulted throughout the preparation of an HSR. 
3.3.5 Recommendations 4 and 5 
    Require that an HSR be prepared whenever (a) existing information  
    about the physical history and condition of the resource does not 
    provide an adequate basis upon which to address anticipated  
    management issues and (b) alternative courses of action for impending  
    development could have a significant adverse effect on a historic   
    structure. 
    Require that an HSR be prepared whenever actions have been taken    
    that directly effect the character or fabric of a structure.47
The fourth and fifth suggestions seem to be included almost as a way to reiterate what is 
generally understood to be the reason for initiating an HSR.  Although Charles Peterson 
prepared the Moore House after a restoration project had already been completed, the 
National Park Service quickly learned from their first experience with what would 
become the historic structure report.48  NPS realized the importance of documenting a 
structure before performing any type of treatment so that important data concerning the 
building’s evolution would always be available.  The fourth recommendation can be 
                                               
47 Garrett, “A New Conceptual Model,” 3. 
48 Biallas, “Evolution of Historic Structure Reports,” 7. 
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interpreted as an update to the same notion, only with the recognition that, despite already 
having what may be an extensive amount of documentation, some historic sites may need 
to conduct additional research in order to evaluate the most appropriate course of action 
to take.  Citing the ICOMOS Venice Charter’s call for documentation of “all works of 
preservation, restoration or excavation,” the Task Force explains that the fifth 
recommendation serves to place a “greater emphasis” on the already existing guideline of 
recording all treatments done to a building.49
3.3.6 Recommendation 6 
    Take design of development alternatives no further than schematics.50
The Task Force states that one of the reasons a historic structure report is prepared is to 
“document the process by which decisions are made.”51  By suggesting that the treatment 
alternatives addressed in an HSR only be carried out to schematics, the idea is to 
“underscore the function of [the report] as a reference document and help strengthen the 
importance of decisionmaking at the conceptual level.”52  Perhaps here the Task Force 
begins to apply a more flexible approach to the HSR as a management document, 
                                               
49 International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), “The Venice Charter,” Article 16, 1964, 
http://www.international.icomos.org/e_venice.htm (accessed March 16, 2007). 
50 Garrett, “A New Conceptual Model,” 4. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid. 
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suggesting that the report be used as a way to “maximize consideration of alternatives,” 
rather than as a selection of detailed options.  This recommendation takes into 
consideration the concerns of time and resources that are commonly associated with the 
preparation of an HSR by limiting the amount of design detail necessary. 
3.3.7 Recommendation 7 
    Limit the research effort for an HSR according to (a) the specific 
    development issues that can be anticipated for a given resource, and  
    (b) the significance of the resource.53
While no new concept is introduced in this recommendation, there is some consideration 
given to how to systematically impose limits on the “adequate level of effort for 
preparation” of an HSR.54  The significance of a structure, as well as a proposed 
treatment’s potential impact to the building fabric, have long been accepted as 
appropriate criteria for determining the level of research required.  Though not mentioned 
in their recommendation, the Task Force mentions the idea of an “information matrix” as 
a way to standardize the types of data that should be consulted in the preparation of an 
HSR, depending of the particular management issue being addressed.     
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While the matrix is not explained in any further detail, it does not prevent the Building 
Conservation Branch from once again voicing their disapproval.  Their criticism of the 
“information matrix” is based on the concern that, in attempting to place limits, the 
guidelines for the preparation of an HSR will become too rigid.  Given the wide array of 
uses the report has among the managers and staff of historic sites, it is an understandable 
critique. 
3.3.8 Recommendations 8 and 9 
Write for the primary audience; maximize use of information prepared by other 
reliable sources; minimize reformatting available information. 
Restrict the number of HSRs copied and broadly distributed.55
The final two recommendations can be considered simultaneously, as both address the 
issue of audience and access.  Again, the Task Force does its best to include practical 
measures that can easily help to cut down on redundancy throughout the HSR preparation 
process.  The idea of using already available data is repeated, underscoring the 
importance of the consideration.  The primary audience mentioned is defined as 
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“managers and staff professionals,” and the Task Force suggests that sections of the HSR 
be prepared with the needs of both in mind.56
Minimizing the reformatting of already available information, as well as the last 
recommendation about limiting the number of HSRs copied and distributed, are points 
that help to bring the current discussion about the work of the Task Force towards the 
next phase of this investigation: The use of new technologies in the evolution of the 
historic structure report.  Much more will be said about these two recommendations in 
future chapters, however it is worth noting the BCB’s response here.  The group mentions 
that, in addition to other institutions, copies of an HSR often times need to be turned in to 
the universities with whom they work.  While perhaps not their intention, the BCB 
provides an opportunity to consider the HSR as something more than just a government 
report, and to recognize it for another important role it plays – that of learning tool.57    
When thinking of the vast amounts of time and resources spent in the preparation of an 
HSR, it seems counter-productive to make access to it so difficult.  Certainly there are 
                                               
56 Ibid.  In this recommendation, staff professionals are identified as historical architects, architectural 
conservators, curators, historians, preservation specialists, landscape architects, and archaeologist. 
57 For a broader discussion on the subject see David G. Woodcock, “Reading Buildings Instead of Books: 
Historic Structure Reports as Learning Tools,” APT Bulletin 28, no. 1 Historic Structures Reports (1997): 
37-38.   
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exceptions, for example burial grounds or archaeological sites that may need protection 
from the general public.  However, in many cases, the compilation of such a wide array 
of information about our country’s important historic sties seems too valuable of a 
resource to limit to ten copies.  Though the suggestion is made out of an understandable 
concern about spending, the next chapters will explore ways that a web-driven alternative 
may help to control costs. 
3.4 CHAPTER CONCLUSION
One of the most critical concepts that surfaces during the first round of Task Force 
recommendations is that of a “reference file.”  The idea is introduced as a way to 
organize the “massive amounts of fragmented information already in existence about 
historic structures.”58  Although recognizing the need to streamline data, the suggestion 
still implies that the historic structure report is inappropriately fulfilling this role, 
however contrary to Nelson’s definition noted earlier.   The confusion surrounding the 
purpose of the HSR has been discussed at length in this chapter.  For as carefully as the 
Task Force attempted its work, some of their recommendations seem to have been 
developed with the same problematic approach as many of the previous revisions.  
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Without a clearly stated intent, changes to the report will remain superficial and the 
weaknesses will persist.   
The next chapter will present a final review of the current guidelines for the historic 
structure report, now a part of Director’s Order #28: Cultural Resource Management.
This description and analysis is essential to arrive at the Park Service’s own incorporation 
of technology into the evolution of the HSR, and the ways in which its attempts 
succeeded and failed.  It will set the stage for the idea of a Preservation Digital Archive, 
and will begin the discussion of how new technologies can be used to minimize the 
current discrepancies surrounding the report
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CHAPTER 4:  
DIRECTOR’S ORDER #28: CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
AND THE CURRENT STATE OF THE HSR59
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The work of the HSR Task Force resulted in a significant reconsideration of the use and 
format of the historic structure report, culminating in the 1997 publication of Release No. 
5 of NPS-28.60  The most recent available version of the policy, now called Director’s 
Order #28: Cultural Resource Management, describes the HSR as “the primary guide to 
treatment and use of a historic structure…”61  This chapter will outline the current 
guidelines for the preparation of the HSR, and will clarify where the Task Force’s 
recommendations were implemented, and where they were not. 
                                               
59 On June 11, 1998, the official name of the “NPS-28: Cultural Resource Management Guideline” was 
updated to “Director’s Order #28: Cultural Resource Management.”  Despite this change, the policy still 
appears widely under the former title. 
60 See Biallas, “Historic Structure Report: An Update,” 19, 21 and the current release of the guideline at 
http://www.cr.nps.gov/history/online_books/nps28/28chap8.htm.
61 U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, NPS-28: Cultural Resource Management 
Guideline (Washington, D.C., 1998), Chapter 8, 4-5. 
http://www.cr.nps.gov/history/online_books/nps28/28chap8.htm.
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4.2 INFLUENCE OF THE HSR TASK FORCE ON THE CURRENT GUIDELINE
D.O. #28 breaks the historic structure report into four sections: The Management 
Summary, Part 1: Developmental History, Part 2: Treatment and Use, and Part 3: Record 
of Treatment.62  As the name suggests, the Management Summary is a brief synopsis of 
the report’s findings, including administrative information and recommendations 
concerning both treatments for and uses of the structure.  
Part 1: Developmental History is described as a “scholarly report documenting the 
evolution of a historic structure, its current condition, and the causes of its 
deterioration.”63   It is in this section that the term “historic resource study” is mentioned 
as an alternative report with the purpose of addressing any “major historical investigation 
of contextual themes or background information,” that may be relevant but not critical to 
the structure itself.64  The idea of this study addresses the second recommendation made 
by the Task Force, which suggested limiting “the content of the HSR to information that 
bears directly on historic fabric and character.”65  Another goal of Part 1 is to “establish a 
recommended period or periods of significance [for a site] if this has not been done in the 
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National Register nomination or historic resource study (HRS).”66  The suggestion to 
seek out already available material indicates that attention was paid to the Task Force’s 
third and eighth recommendations, which encouraged the use of other “convenient” and 
“reliable” sources in the preparation of an HSR.67  
In the case of Part 2: Treatment and Use, the influence of the Task Force is once again 
seen in the decision to limit design alternatives to schematics.68  Furthermore, the 
importance of documenting “the process by which decisions are made,” as stated in 
Recommendation 6, is reflected in the suggested content of Part 2: 
Alternatives are presented in both text and graphic form.  Analysis 
addresses the adequacy of each solution in terms of impact on historic 
materials, effect on historic character, compliance with NPS policy, and 
other management objectives.  The section concludes with elaboration on 
the recommended course of action and specific recommendations for 
preservation treatments.69
Such wording clearly indicates that the historic structure report is intended to provide 
future readers with an understanding of the options that were available, and the choices 
made in determining a treatment and/or use.  The Task Force’s recommendation to place 
                                               
66 National Park Service, NPS-28, Chapter 8, 101. 
67 Garret, “A New Conceptual Model,” 3-5. 
68 See Recommendation 6 in Garret, “A New Conceptual Model,” 7. 
69 National Park Service, NPS-28, Chapter 8, 101. 
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more emphasis on “the importance of decisionmaking at the conceptual level” has 
certainly been taken into consideration.70
Part 3: Record of Treatment also indicates the impact that the Task Force’s findings had 
on the revision of the HSR guidelines.  As previously mentioned in the description of 
Recommendation 5, the ICOMOS Venice Charter declares documentation a critical part 
of any intervention.  Article 16 of the charter states: 
 In all works of preservation, restoration or excavation, there should 
always be precise documentation in the form of analytical and critical 
reports, illustrated with drawings and photographs.  Every stage of the 
work of clearing, consolidation, rearrangement and integration, as well as 
technical and formal features identified during the course of the   work, 
should be included.71
In their first publication, the Task Force explained that a “greater emphasis” needed to be 
placed on the documentation of treatments in order to give practitioners the opportunity 
to “adequately assess the long term effects of...preservation work,” and so that the 
“blurring of  “historic fabric and replacement material” could be avoided.72
                                               
70 Garrett, “A New Conceptual Model,” 4. 
71 International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), “The Venice Charter,” Article 16, 1964, 
http://www.international.icomos.org/e_venice.htm (accessed March 16, 2007). 
72 Garrett, “A New Conceptual Model,” 3. 
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Within Part 3, it is suggested that summaries of  “(a) the intent of the work, (b) the way 
in which the work was approached and accomplished, (c) the time required to do the 
work, and (d) the cost of the work,” be included as part of the “Record of Treatment.”73
Additionally, “Technical Data” such as “field reports, material data sheets, field notes, 
correspondence, accounting spread sheets, and contract summaries” are also named as 
examples of relevant information.74  Overall, this section of the report seems to 
successfully balance the role of the HSR as both a record of documentation and as a 
management tool.  As will be explained next, this was a goal of the Task Force that was 
not always fulfilled. 
4.3 LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE HSR TASK FORCE
Of equal importance to the changes made in preparation for Release No. 4 of NPS-28,
was the decision not to implement all of the HSR Task Force recommendations.  Billy G. 
Garrett, who served as Task Force Chair, published an article in 1996 entitled, “Revision 
of the National Park Service Guideline for Historic Structure Reports.”75  In it, he briefly 
recaps the evolution of the report, including his own team’s review and findings in 1990.  
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According to Garrett, the conclusion to “plac[e] documentation on par with resource 
management,” as well as the move to give “greater recognition and legitimacy to the 
function of published reports,” were the two most critical areas where NPS differed from 
the suggestions of the Task Force.76  As mentioned in the previous chapter, despite a 
careful and thoughtful analysis, it appears that some of the recommendations made (or 
not made) were still too constricted by a binary understanding of the HSR’s principal 
purpose.  By supplementing the Task Force findings with some of the feedback received, 
NPS demonstrated an openness to a more complex and comprehensive definition of the 
historic structure report, one willing to put “documentation on equal footing with 
resource management.”77
4.4 CHAPTER CONCLUSION
The guideline as it stands today is, in many ways, the result of the work of the HSR Task 
Force.  By considering the historic structure report on both the conceptual and practical 
levels, a strong effort was made to balance out the many uses of the report.  As 
mentioned before, the current HSR preparation guidelines are found within a larger 
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policy framework, that of D.O. #28 Cultural Resource Management.  The next chapter 
will look at how emerging technology within the National Park Service sometimes plays 
a part in the process of compiling a historic structure report.  In addition, a variety of case 
studies will review individual attempts to introduce digital technology to the HSR and 
information management.
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CHAPTER 5: PREVIOUS USES OF TECHNOLOGY 
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The use of technology is always being tested within the field of historic preservation.  As 
the tools for recording and documentation evolve, so do the techniques used by 
conservators, architectural historians, and other practitioners.  For more than twenty 
years, important professional journals such as APT Bulletin and CRM Bulletin have
consistently covered the advances being made in the use of technology in preservation.78
Recently, major international organizations have put information technology’s role in 
cultural heritage at the forefront of their conferences.79
This chapter will focus on specific examples of how both the National Park Service and 
individuals in the field have worked with tools such as databases and the internet during 
                                               
78 See the series “Computers and Preservation,” in the Bulletin of the Association for Preservation 
Technology, Vol. 16, No. 2 (1984), and the article “A GIS Assessment of the Great Hall Ceiling at Drayton 
Hall, Charleston,” by Matero, Hinchman, Tomlin and Song, in APT Bulletin, Vol. 34, No.2/3 (2003) for an 
interesting perspective on the developments made in the last 20 years. 
79 Three such examples include (1) "The Documentation Dilemma: Managing Conservation Data in the 
21st Century," held in 2005 during the American Institute for Conservation annual meeting, (2) “The E-
voultion of Information Technology in Cultural Heritage,” and “Where Hi-Tech Touches the Past: Risks 
and Challenges for the 21st Century,” a joint conference sponsored by EPOCH (European Research 
Network of Excellence in Open Cultural Heritage) and ICOMOS CIPA (The International Committee for 
Architectural Photogrammetry) in Cyprus between October 30-Novemeber 4, 2006 and (3) the upcoming 
“Heritage Impact 2007,” a conference focusing on the use and impact of information and communication 
technology within cultural heritage, sponsored by EPOCH  in Brighton, UK in June of 2007. 
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the process of documentation and recording.  The case studies will show how the proper 
use of technology can increase efficiency, facilitate dissemination, and even enhance a 
researcher’s ability to analyze material.  Though the case studies outside of the National 
Park Service do not deal specifically with the preparation of historic structure reports, 
they do involve many of the same activities undertaken by NPS in the compilation of an 
HSR, and are therefore relevant examples of the possibilities to integrate technology.  
5.2 THE INVENTORY AND CONDITION ASSESSMENT PROGRAM (ICAP) AND THE HISTORIC 
STRUCTURE ASSESSMENT REPORT (HSAR) 
A year before the Task Force was organized a new component was added to the NPS 
Inventory and Condition Assessment Program (ICAP).80 The Historic Structure 
Assessment Report (HSAR) was created in 1989 as part of the Park’s Maintenance 
Management (MM) Program. 81 First introduced in “Chapter 4: Stewardship,” of NPS-
28, the following is how the program is described: 
The NPS Maintenance Management (MM) program includes the planning, 
organizing, directing and controlling of maintenance activities.  The 
computerized implementation program, Maintenance Management System 
                                               
80 The following is the definition given for ICAP in NPS-28, “The Inventory and Condition Assessment 
Program (ICAP) module of the Service’s MM program provides those managing maintenance activities, 
including preservation maintenance, with information on a park’s assets and their condition,” National Park 
Service, NPS-28, Chapter 4, 39. 
81 Billy G. Garrett, “Historic Structure Reports: A Redefinition,”1. 
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(MMS), also provides information to higher management levels, 
permitting accomplishments to be identified and needs to be articulated on 
a Service-wide basis.82
Clearly, the activities surrounding the Maintenance Management program overlap the 
work undertaken during the preparation of a historic structure report.   
Indeed, references are made to ICAP and the historic structure assessment report in the 
HSR guidelines.  In Part 1: Developmental History, it states that when the Inventory and 
Condition Assessment Program (ICAP) is consulted to “describe the nature and condition 
of the features [of the structure],” an HSAR should be included as an appendix to the 
HSR.83  ICAP is a database system used to record NPS assets such as the features and 
conditions of a cultural landscape or historic structure.  An HSAR is the report generated 
by the ICAP system reflecting the state of the asset in question.  Centralizing such critical 
information minimizes the unnecessary duplication of work, and allows the same data to 
be used in a variety of different circumstances.  The use of ICAP and the HSAR seems 
one appropriate way to incorporate the “convenient and reliable” sources recommended 
by the Task Force in 1990. 
                                               
82 National Park Service, NPS-28, Chapter 4, 39. 
83 Ibid., 100-101. 
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5.3 CASE STUDIES BEYOND NPS 
The following is a review of some of the earliest projects and initiatives that 
experimented with the integration of technology into historic preservation information 
management.  Most originated in the early 1990s when the concepts surrounding the 
World Wide Web and the Internet were still new to the general population and had to be 
carefully explained.  These case studies serve as stark reminders of how dependent most 
current heritage projects are on various forms of digital media, and clearly demonstrate 
how quickly technology continues to evolve.  
5.3.1 The Historical Architectural Documentation System (HADS) 
In a 1996 issue of the APT Bulletin, an article was published entitled, “A Multimedia 
System for Organizing Architectural Documentation of Historic Buildings.”84  It 
described an effort made by researchers in Texas to develop what they referred to as the 
Historical Architectural Documentation System (HADS).  The initiative was defined as a 
“multimedia system that provides a framework for organizing, analyzing, and retrieving 
                                               
84 Anat Geva, “A Multimedia System for Organizing Architectural Documentation of Historic Buildings,” 
APT Bulletin 27, No. 4 (1996): 18-23. 
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information relevant to historic buildings.”85  The following is the author’s explanation of 
and justification for the new approach:  
Preservation, conservation, rehabilitation, and adaptive reuse of historic 
buildings call for the organization and analysis of considerable 
information, such as historic and contemporary photographs, historic and 
measured drawings, and written documents collected from a variety of 
sources: archives, libraries, personal collections, and field trips.  Studies 
suggest that information will be utilized more effectively when it resides 
on one platform.  Such a platform should be able to integrate various 
forms of information and to provide a flexible and user-friendly interface.  
The goal of this study was to develop a multi-media database structure to 
provide a comprehensive yet convenient framework for organizing and 
analyzing information pertinent to historic buildings.86
The Wesley Brethren Church located in Wesley, Texas was the example used to describe 
the process by which the data collected was converted into the HADS system. 
At a conceptual level, HADS tried to replicate “conventional procedures in architectural 
presentations” within an internet-driven multimedia platform.87  These procedures were 
described as typically going from project generalities to building specifics, so for 
example from site plans to floor plans.88  The system used the idea of “classes” to 
                                               
85 Ibid., 18. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid., 19. 
88 This example is being paraphrased from the original article.  See page 19 of the article for the original 
sentence. 
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describe a group of “objects” that may possess similar features, which is how the HADS 
system began to break down the information collected in the study of Texan churches.  
An example of the “interconnected information classes” established for use in the 
investigation, were the building type, location, and historical background.89
The need to separate information into categories, particularly in a project that produces a 
large volume of data, is a difficult idea to argue against.  However it was the HADS 
developers’ use of a website’s hyperlink that makes this a worthwhile early example to 
review.  Each of the objects being studied (the Texan churches) belonged to all of the 
“information classes” listed above; each building had a type, a location, and a historical 
background.  What happened then, when the same archival document or historic 
photograph was relevant to more than one “information class”?  The answer had long 
been the use of a finding aid or card catalog, a list that could create several research paths 
to the same resource.  The HADS system borrowed a similar concept, but employed what 
in 1996 was still a relatively new tool; Hypertext Markup Language (HTML).    
                                               
89 Ibid. 
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Part of the power of using HTML as a way to organize and manage information 
generated during a project is its ability to handle various formats of data.  As suggested 
by the article’s title (“A Multimedia System for Organizing Architectural 
Documentation…”) the HADS developers were interested in the possibility of integrating 
text documents, images, audio files, and even video into the new system.  Their idea was 
to communicate architectural history more effectively by creating a single platform 
capable of handling a diverse range of resources:  
[I]mages can be further supplemented with written text and/or audio 
narratives. Further more, animation and music can accentuate the 
historical background of the building.90
HADS was also envisioning an information management system that gave the users the 
chance to create their own connections across categories, information-classes, and even 
time.  After detailing the many types of sources consulted by the researchers throughout 
the investigation, the following was used to summarize the HADS approach.  The unique 
capability of HTML to allow a user to arrive at the same resource from any number of 
paths was clearly being underscored. 
The architectural documentation [section] maintains links among and 
across objects.  These links provide flexibility and enable the viewer to 
access and retrieve the information from different locations in the 
                                               
90 Ibid., 20. 
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program.  Thus, the interconnections of the specific objects allow for the 
comparison of old and contemporary phases, as well as the study of 
drawings and photographs of a given feature.91    
For contemporary readers, this somewhat complicated explanation of a simple “hotlink” 
on a website may seem like unnecessary academic jargon.  However, in its time, the 
HADS project was making a visionary proposal that this new concept of HTML be used 
to facilitate connections between the diverse data generated during investigations.  The 
developers saw the potential for HTML to create a multimedia and interdisciplinary 
approach to the organization of information.  Simultaneously, they were transforming 
themselves from information users into information providers.  As trained cultural 
heritage professionals, the HADS developers were able to consider their own specific 
needs and design their information management system accordingly.  Instead of being 
told their options by a programmer or a technical consultant, this team took the lead in 
learning the tools themselves.  
 5.3.2 The Louisiana Heritage InfoNet (LHIN) and the Whitney Plantation  
In 1992, the Office of Community Preservation (OCP) at Louisiana State University 
(LSU) launched the Louisiana Heritage InfoNet (LHIN).92  The purpose of the initiative 
                                               
91 Ibid., 20. 
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was to support “the development of new computer-based information 
management…strategies to advance conservation efforts.”93  One of the projects 
undertaken by LHIN was an attempt to merge the work of the Historic American 
Buildings Survey (HABS) with web technology. 
In a 1997 article published in APT Bulletin, the need for the project was justified based 
on the following argument: 
[T]he traditional approach to managing HABS documents makes access to 
high-quality line art, photographs, and field data extremely difficult, if not 
impossible.  In spite of substantial investments of time and money in 
HABS projects over more than sixty years, the program, while 
academically significant to architectural historians, has not successfully 
applied its information resources to the benefit of managers, owners, and 
developers of historic properties.  As a consequence, HABS efforts are not 
effectively advancing preservation decision processes.94
This limited use of HABS resources is reminiscent of one of the problems with the HSR.  
As clearly stated above, not enough of an attempt was made to connect the HABS 
                                                                                                                               
92 Barret Kennedy, “Historic Preservation Online: The Louisiana Heritage InfoNet - Part I,” Preservation in 
Print August 1997: [journal online]; available from 
http://72.14.209.104/search?q=cache:PYvgvBOsjk8J:www.ncptt.org/pdf/1997-
23.pdf+louisiana+heritage+info+net&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=1&gl=us&client=safari; Internet; accessed 2 
April 2007. 
93 Barrett Kennedy and Jayant Swamy, “Louisiana HABS Online: The Whitney Plantation Prototype,” APT 
Bulletin 28, No. 1 (1997): 55-61. 
94 Ibid., 56. 
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documentation to the management of the site being surveyed.  In the case of the HSR, the 
narrow understanding of the report as an internal management tool, rather than as an 
additional, wider educational resource, creates the same scenario in which “substantial 
investments of time and money” are not sufficiently tapped into.  The OCP saw that 
developments in technology offered an opportunity to bridge the gap between the 
collection of information and its dissemination. 
Similar to the previous example of HADS, the 1997 article about LHIN’s work was 
published at a time when an explicit description of the “World Wide Web” was still 
necessary.  Today, these clarifications are excellent reminders of why the internet has the 
potential to be such a powerful tool in the field of cultural heritage.  In the LHIN article, 
HTML is defined as a “document-formatting protocol that supports linear and non-linear 
methods of organizing and displaying information.”95  The ability to work with 
“multimedia-based systems that integrate text, graphic images, animation, audio, and 
video,” echo the sentiments of the HADS developers in their reasons for attempting a 
web-driven format.96  The opportunity to cross boundaries, whether cultural, geographic, 
or disciplinary, was cited as another advantage of the platform.  Perhaps one of the most 
                                               
95 Ibid.
96 Ibid. 
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progressive concepts for the time was the notion that HTML “follows the assumption that 
a user’s interpretation of data is often more meaningful than the author’s,” an idea 
captured previously by HADS’ focus on “flexibility.”97
The article focused on the prototype created for the Whitney Plantation, located in St. 
John the Baptist County in southeastern Louisiana.  The material selected for inclusion 
came from Louisiana HABS documents, as well as from area archives, oral histories, and 
a historic structure report that had been prepared about the site.  It is interesting to note 
that in addition to containing “extensive information about the history, assessment of 
physical damage, and repair recommendations,” the HSR also “provided the hierarchical 
model for the prototype.”98  This “Document Structure” is explained as intending to 
“mimic the structure of the HSR, with individual components classified according to 
media type.”99  But as the authors note, the power of imposing this model on an HTML 
platform was the following: 
The authors…created a layer of network links that formed associations 
between nodes100 without regard to hierarchical structure. For instance, 
when a node on the Sugar House required elaboration, a link was created 
                                               
97 Ibid. 
98 Ibid., 58. 
99 Ibid. 
100 In this quote the word “node” is used to refer to the webpages or external documents being linked. 
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to an essay on the regional sugarcane economy. Since each node has 
reusable properties, associations can be established by simultaneously 
following deductive (general to specific) and inductive reasoning (specific 
to general) reasoning, thereby permitting a user to begin at any node in the 
document and develop an understanding of details, as well as a sense of 
the whole.101
By creating meaningful links between both the originally selected material (HABS 
surveys, area archives, etc.,) as well as to external, perhaps more broadly related 
resources (the essay mentioned above) the authors indicate their understanding of HTML 
and the internet as a tool for information management, integration, and dissemination.  
The prototype seems to achieve several goals set out by the Office of Community 
Preservation, including increased access to HABS and other materials, as well as the 
opportunity for “new insight into heritage values” thanks to a new research approach.102
The article carefully details the prototype’s “user interface,” explaining that “an 
assortment of navigational aids (menus, buttons, keywords, icons, etc.)…facilitate access 
to all facets of the document.”103    While today most of these features and how to use 
them are commonplace to even the most novice of web surfers, it is important to recall 
the relative newness of the internet at the time, particularly as a tool within academia.  A 
                                               
101 Ibid.   
102 Ibid., 56. 
103 Ibid., 60. 
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list of possible entries into the available data such as “Drawings,” “History,” “Images,” 
etc., was put in the form of a menu on the introduction page (Fig. 5).   
Figure 5. Homepage of HADS’ Whitney Plantation Prototype.  The navigation bar to the left allows users 
to see the kinds of information available on the site.  Source: habs.lsu.edu/whitney/test/index.htm. 
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It is clear from the way the menu is structured around resource categories rather than the 
unique features of the Whitney Plantation, that the LHIN developers were creating a 
methodology for research and information management, not just a website.  
5.3.3 The Valley of the Shadow 
The Valley of the Shadow: Two Communities in the American Civil War, coordinated by 
the Virginia Center for Digital History at the University of Virginia, is perhaps the 
strongest and most comprehensive example of all the case studies. The principal 
researcher involved in establishing the site had initially intended to author a book.  His 
interest was in comparing the experiences of two communities – one Southern, one 
Northern – before, during and after the United States Civil War.  Thanks to the 
involvement of the University of Virginia’s Institute for Advanced Technology in the 
Humanities (IATH), the researchers approached IBM with the idea of using computers to 
bring the archives to the students for easier access to historic documentation.  When the 
company agreed to offer their support in the form of a few computers, a server, and 
training, the decision to go digital was made.104
                                               
104 Edward L. Ayers et al., eds., “The Story Behind the Valley Project,” Valley of the Shadow: Two 
Communities in the American Civil War, Virginia Center for Digital History, University of Virginia, 
http://valley.vcdh.virginia.edu/usingvalley/valleystory.html, (accessed 2 April 2007). 
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One of the most significant differences between the Valley of the Shadow and the other 
case studies in this chapter is its apparent ability to evolve over time.  The idea for the 
initial investigation was first proposed back in 1991, and by 1993 the work to digitize 
research material was underway.105  Today, the site appears contemporary because of its 
simple design and, more importantly, its sophisticated delivery of primary resources such 
as historic maps and images, transcriptions of letters and diaries, and historic census data, 
just to name a few.  In addition to research material, the current site actually traces the 
history of the initiative itself in a section called, “The Story Behind the Valley 
Project.”106  An excellent description is provided of how the available technologies were 
used to continuously enhance the site over time.107
As the original proposal suggested, the research material available on the site is divided 
according to chronological moments; “The Eve of War,” “The War Years,” and “The 
Aftermath.”108  Then, within each time period, a hyperlink is used to take the user to the 
appropriate resource.  For example, materials such as “Letters and Diaries” and 
                                               
105 Ibid. 
106 See http://valley.vcdh.virginia.edu/usingvalley/valleystory.html.
107 Though perhaps not technically a historic preservation site, this project has been included because many 
of the same resources are made available in ways that would equally facilitate cultural heritage research. 
108 Edward L. Ayers et al., eds., Valley of the Shadow: Two Communities in the American Civil War, 
Virginia Center for Digital History, University of Virginia, http://valley.vcdh.virginia.edu/choosepart.html,
(accessed 7 April 2007). 
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“Newspapers” are available for research within all three of the time frames, but “Battle 
Maps” is only offered as a choice within the “War Years” (Fig. 6).   
Figure 6. Valley of the Shadow navigation options are divided first chronologically and then by research 
material.  Source: valley.vcdh.virginia.edu.
Once a research category within a time period has been selected, the user is taken to the 
appropriate introduction page where s/he narrows down what specific aspect of the data 
they wish to access.   
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The site is filled with an enormous amount of data of various types; image files, tabular 
data, text documents, animated maps, etc.  Due to the large volume of diverse 
information, the site could have easily turned out to be more confusing or overwhelming 
than helpful.  However, the ease with which the user navigates the site and retrieves data 
indicates the developers’ understanding of how to best exploit a web-based platform.  To 
begin with, the Valley of the Shadow is highly queriable.  Depending on the section of the 
digital archive, different tools are provided to facilitate a search.  For example, within 
“The War Years” time period, the “Soldiers’ Records” hyperlink leads to a page where 
the user must first indicate which community s/he wants to investigate (either the 
Northern or Southern county).109  From there, a series of text fields and drop down menus 
allow the user to search the records by contributing as much or as little information as 
s/he chooses (Fig. 7).   
                                               
109 Edward L. Ayers et al., eds., Valley of the Shadow: Two Communities in the American Civil War, 
Virginia Center for Digital History, University of Virginia, 
http://valley.vcdh.virginia.edu/govdoc/soldiers_dossier.html, (accessed 9 April 2007). 
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Figure 7. An example of how Civil War soldiers’ records can be searched on the Valley of the Shadow site.  
Source: valley.vcdh.virginia.edu.
Another example from “The Aftermath” time period is the ability to either search or 
browse various kinds of records from the Freedmen’s Bureau.110  Selecting one of the 
search options leads the user to similar pages of drop down menus and text fields as 
                                               
110 Edward L. Ayers et al., eds., Valley of the Shadow: Two Communities in the American Civil War, 
Virginia Center for Digital History, University of Virginia, http://valley.vcdh.virginia.edu/freedmen1.html,
(accessed 9 April 2007). 
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described above.  However should a user prefer to browse the available material, s/he 
must first choose between whether to do so by date or by topic.  Either way, the next page 
presents a list of clearly marked hyperlinks, immediately followed by summaries 
describing what type of information the user can find at the next page.  By providing both 
a browse and a search option, the Valley of the Shadow is well equipped to serve a wide 
audience, whether it be a history buff with general curiosity or a graduate student in 
search of a specific fact or figure.  The same information can be either discovered or 
located, depending on the approach of the user. 
An additional strength of this site is its subtle precision with data presentation.  One 
example is how images load quickly on to a page as small thumbnails, but are 
hyperlinked to higher resolution versions should a user want more detail.  Remembering 
that the original proposal was to compare the experiences of two nearby communities 
before, during and after the Civil War, maps of the two counties’ can be looked at 
separately or side by side on the screen.  Yet another example is the “Civil War Image 
Database,” which allows users to conduct queries based on location, subject, name or 
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even source.111  Each new search combination can lead to new connections between the 
resulting data. 
The benefit of the site’s data presentation goes beyond just images, as is seen in the 
treatment of information such as census and tax records transcribed from local archives.  
Once a search is performed, the results are called up on to the screen in the form of a 
table.  This allows a user to simply “copy” and “paste” the data directly into a program 
such as Microsoft Excel or Access for more advanced analysis.  At the top of each page 
yielding search results there are clear and specific citation instructions, indicating the 
developers’ anticipation that the site would be used in precisely such a way (Fig. 8). 
                                               
111 Civil War Image Database, Valley of the Shadow: Two Communities in the American Civil War, 
Virginia Center for Digital History, University of Virginia, 
file://localhost/(http/::valley.vcdh.virginia.edu:govdoc:search_images.html), (accessed 9 April 2007). 
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Figure 8. Tabular presentation of historic tax records from the Valley of the Shadow. Note the citation 
instructions at the top of the image.  Source: valley.vcdh.virginia.edu. 
As was mentioned at the beginning of this case study, the site provides information 
concerning how the initiative began and who has been involved.  It is among this “Project 
Staff and Background” page that two keys to the project’s success are found.  First, from 
the descriptions of the activities that went (and continue) to go into building and 
maintaining the site, it is clear that as serious a commitment was made to technology as 
was to history.  Despite a staff of history professors and students, each participant’s 
contribution to the project involved more than just average computer skills.  Over the 
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years, people transcribed texts, scanned images, built databases, developed GIS maps, 
created animations, wrote code and more all so that the information could be converted 
into a web-driven format.  The impressive list of activities is almost daunting at first, yet 
it is helpful to remember that the professors and students of history who created the site 
were able to do so because they had the proper training and support.  This point is the 
first key to the project’s success: The Valley developed out of an interdisciplinary 
relationship among technology professionals and humanities scholars, providing the 
training necessary to allow the information users the chance to become the information 
providers.  The skills required to build a website are not traditionally taught in American 
History programs, however this project is a good example of what can happen when a 
group of non-experts learns how to use these tools.   
The second key to the Valley’s success is that the decision to utilize digital media was 
considered at the beginning of the project rather than at the end.  By investing time and 
resources in training, it is clear that the project organizers were thinking ahead about the 
role that technology would play in their work.  For understandable reasons such as time 
and money constraints, many managers are unwilling to talk about information 
management at the planning stages of a project.  However each time that a job begins 
without some kind of information management system in place, it is simply tacking the 
cost on to the end.  Data is meaningless if it is not organized and accessible, which is in 
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some ways the notion that prompted the Valley initiative.  This site is successful because 
it accepts that today the effective use of digital media requires full integration from the 
very beginning of the planning process.   
The Valley of the Shadow is an excellent example of why serious thought should be given 
to integrating more web-driven technologies into the field of historic preservation.  
Keeping large volumes of diverse data from many time periods organized is a daily 
activity for many who work in cultural heritage.  Though it is likely that computers 
already play a role in this process, mainstream technology is now available that allows 
professionals to manage, analyze and disseminate information all on the same platform.  
This site is a reminder of what happens when a tool is used to its fullest potential rather 
than maintained at its most easily grasped form. 
5.3.4 The RecorDIM Initiative 
The Recording, Documentation, and Information Management Initiative (RecorDIM) is a 
project that developed out of four years of workshops organized by the Committee for 
Documentation of Cultural Heritage (CIPA Heritage Documentation).  This committee 
was jointly sponsored by ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments and Sites) and 
ISPRS (International Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing) from 1995 until 
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1999.112  The result of these years of work was the RecorDIM Initiative, founded in 2002 
by ICOMOS, CIPA Heritage Documentation, and the Getty Conservation Institute (GCI).   
Thanks in part to the highly recognized names involved, the RecorDIM Initiative has 
been able to develop an incredibly detailed, often times sophisticated approach to the 
many facets of documentation and recording.  The project began due to the “critical gaps 
between those who provide recording, documentation, and information management tools 
and professionals in cultural heritage management who use the tools,” a reality uncovered 
over the course of the initial workshops in the 1990s.113  As a result, participants in an 
early RecorDIM meeting held in March 2002 laid out the following goals to be addressed 
through the work of the initiative: 
1. To improve perception and communication in recording, 
documentation and information management;  
2. To integrate communication in recording, documentation and 
information management activities into the conservation process;  
3. To increase resources for documentation;  
4. To define, develop and promoting documentation tools; 
5. To disseminate information 
                                               
112 Getty Conservation Institute,“Recording, Documentation, and Information Management (RecorDIM) 
Initiative,” 2006; available from http://www.getty.edu/conservation/field_projects/recordim/index.html;
Internet; accessed 23 January 2007. 
113 Ibid. 
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6. To make available specific RecorDIM Training/Learning 
Programs.114
As is apparent from their list above, the founding members of RecorDIM understood the 
critical need to address information management and dissemination as it uniquely relates 
to cultural heritage.  The participation of such leading international organizations as 
ICOMOS and the GCI in the establishment of this ongoing investigation should make all 
professionals in the field recognize the need to consider these issues.   
It is unfortunate timing for this thesis investigation that RecorDIM’s Principles and 
Guidelines for the Recording, Documentation and Information Management of Heritage 
Places, has not yet been released.  To be published by the GCI sometime in 2007, the 
book promises to detail the initiative’s suggestions for how to implement the RecorDIM 
approach to information management.  Though their principles are clear (see above list), 
specific recommendations concerning how these guidelines are to be applied is not 
available within the existing literature.    
                                               
114 Robin Letellier and Christopher Gray. "Bridging the Gap Between Information Users and Information 
Providers." Report of Recording, Documentation and Information Management (RecorDIM) Initiative 
Roundtable 1 (March 4-5, 2002): 2 [report on-line]; available from 
http://www.getty.edu/conservation/publications/pdf_publications/recordim.pdf; Internet; accessed 23 
January 2007.
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In a 2005 interview published in the GCI Newsletter, Werner Schmid, co-editor of the 
upcoming book, spoke generally about documentation and information management 
issues within cultural heritage.115  The article, entitled “People and Technology: A 
Discussion about Heritage Documentation,” may offer some insight into what readers 
will encounter in the RecorDIM guidelines.  To begin with, Schmid defines 
documentation as   
a multidisciplinary activity, which consists of research, recording, 
evaluating, interpreting, correlating, archiving, managing, and 
disseminating information. It involves written reports, surveys, 
photographic records and the establishment of digital databases that try to 
make all relevant information accessible in one place.116
He also mentions the use of “project-based Internet or Intranet sites” as a “better way to 
share results.”117  Cleary from his description, Schmid understands the use of technology 
for managing the diverse types of information generated during a conservation project.  
However he also acknowledges the complicated relationship between what he describes 
                                               
115 Alonzo C. Addison, Paul Bryan, and Werner Schmid, “People and Technology: A Discussion about 
Heritage Documentation,” interview by Rand Eppich, The Getty Conservation Newsletter 20, no. 3 (Fall 
2005): 10-16 [newsletter online]; available from 
http://www.getty.edu/conservation/publications/newsletters/pdf/v20n3.pdf; Internet; accessed on 23 
January 2007.   
116 Ibid., 10. 
117 Ibid., 14. 
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as “a segment of rather computer-illiterate conservation professionals” and the 
“information technology specialists [who are] trying to sell their products.”118
Schmid’s point that cultural heritage professionals are increasingly faced with the need 
for a more sophisticated understanding of technology is a critical one.  However 
RecorDIM’s approach to “bridging the gap” may prove to be more complicated than 
necessary.  A review of the “Information Warehouse” page on the RecorDIM website 
shows a list of various resources such as allied organizations, current research projects, 
emerging policy and guidelines, etc.119  In the case of software development, many links 
lead to either universities, governmental coalitions, or non-profit organizations involved 
in the development of highly specific applications.  One such example is a report that 
references a recording software created by English Heritage, the state agency charged 
with the protection and management of England’s historic sites.120  While many 
conservation professionals can most likely attest to the uniqueness of their requirements 
for documentation and information management, it is worth asking whether software 
                                               
118 Ibid., 13. 
119 See http://extranet.getty.edu/gci/recordim/info.html.
120 F. LeBlanc, Field Trip Report: RecorDIM Partner’s Meeting & Malta Centre for Restoration (Leuven, 
Belgium: The Getty Conservation Institute, 2004), 3 [report online]; available from 
http://www.icomos.org/~fleblanc/projects/p_gci_ftr_2004_belgium_malta.pdf; Internet; accessed on 12 
April 2007. 
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development is the most appropriate place for cultural heritage organizations to invest 
their time and energy.   
To begin with, most projects are already significantly under funded, making it difficult to 
envision how the high cost of research and development can be paid for.  Secondly, since 
most heritage organizations’ missions specify a pledge to the protection and management 
of cultural resources rather than to the development of software, there is no fundamental 
guarantee of an ongoing commitment to the application.  Third, the ability to share the 
software outside of the organization for which it was created will obviously be 
complicated due to the specificity with which it was developed.  Part of the success of 
those who have contributed truly innovative solutions to the field of historic preservation, 
came from their ability to make an already existing tool do something totally different 
than what it was designed to do.  If the RecorDIM initiative’s goal is the “bridge the gap” 
between the technology “users” and “providers,” it is well worth considering the risks 
involved in guidelines that suggest the use of highly specific, non-mainstream software.  
It is imperative that the publication, Principles and Guidelines for the Recording, 
Documentation and Information Management of Heritage Places, be reviewed as soon as 
possible, so that a more in depth analysis of the recommendations can be made. 
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5.4 CHAPTER CONCLUSION
These case studies have been presented with the intention of broadening the vision for 
what the historic structure report can be.  Though their specific principles and results may 
differ, the goal of each project reviewed is to facilitate documentation, enhance 
opportunities for analysis, and share information more effectively.  Contrary to the HSR 
guidelines, each of the initiatives starts out with the intention of incorporating 
technology.  The projects are developed with the understanding that documentation and 
information management must include discussions about the new tools of the digital age.  
As long as the guidelines continue to treat technology as an afterthought, the historic 
structure report will fail to reach its full potential as archive, management tool, and 
educational resource
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CHAPTER 6: RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE 
In the previous chapter, the case studies were presented to exemplify some of the ways in 
which technology has already been integrated into documentation and information 
management.  In this final chapter, the discussion will return to how these same 
techniques can be incorporated into the historic structure report.  It will also explain how 
doing so may actually help the National Park Service to better accomplish its overall 
mission as steward of many of the country’s most important cultural resources.  
It is worth recalling that the HSR guidelines are currently found within the policy, 
Director’s Order #28: Cultural Resource Management.  This thesis has, until now, 
clearly focused on the minute details of the history, evolution, wording, definition, and 
use of one specific guideline within this larger policy.  However, in order to evaluate how 
the HSR contributes to the Park Service’s ability to fulfill its overall mission, this broader 
set of objectives must first be clearly understood. 
According to Director’s Order #28, NPS is guided by its belief that the nation’s cultural 
resources will be best protected and preserved through research, planning, and 
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stewardship.121  These three approaches are summarized in “Chapter 1: Fundamental 
Concepts of Cultural Resource Management” as 
the three central issues of [cultural resource] management; first, to  
discover the significance or meaning of each resource; second, to slow the 
rate at which their essential material qualities are lost; and third, to support 
the use and enjoyment of cultural resources while minimizing negative 
effects on them.   
This explanation touches on the responsibility the Park Service has both to the cultural 
resources as well as to the citizens of the United States.  Citing the Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards, the policy also suggests that these activities are most successfully 
accomplished through an interdisciplinary approach.122
It is precisely this interdisciplinary methodology that makes the historic structure report 
such a complex document.  Enormous volumes of multidisciplinary data are generated 
during its preparation. The history, evolution and significance of a structure are all 
established using the tools of many fields.  The current condition of the site, as well as a 
variety of possible treatments and future uses are also included in the report.  As earlier 
examples have proven, one of the most significant benefits of HTML is the ease with 
                                               
121 Ibid., Introduction, 1. 
122 Ibid., 3.  See also, The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, 
available at http://www.cr.nps.gov/hps/tps/standguide/index.htm.
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which a user can examine a wide array of data types.  Text, images, tabular data, even 
audio and video recordings can all be easily negotiated from the same archive.  
Considering that a multidisciplinary approach is one of the most widely agreed upon 
guidelines for the HSR, a web-driven platform seems an appropriate way to insure that 
the diverse data generated be used to its fullest potential.   
The ability to perform searches and queries is another benefit of a digital archive.  The 
creation of the Inventory and Condition Assessment Program (ICAP) as well as the 
Historic Structure Assessment Report (HSAR) both indicate NPS’ willingness to 
experiment with the use of databases from early on.  Clearly, the Park Service 
understands that numbers are more easily stored and analyzed in tabular form.  Why not 
stretch the concept, then, to envision saving images or measured drawings on a web-
based platform that also allows a user to search and compare them?   
The HSR Task Force placed significant importance on the need to document the 
decision-making process.  The current guideline reflects this sentiment by stating that 
design “[a]lternatives are [to be] presented in both text and graphic form” in a historic 
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structure report.123 The Valley of the Shadow’s option to look at the two counties’ maps 
individually or side by side is an excellent example of how a digital archive can easily 
facilitate comparative analysis.  For the purposes of the HSR, the county maps from the 
Valley site could be replaced with design or treatment alternatives.  Taking it a step 
further, once the appropriate treatment is completed, before and after images could easily 
be added to a “digital HSR” in order to enhance the record of decision-making.   
The Task Force suggestion to draw from “convenient and reliable sources” during the 
preparation of a historic structure report received fierce criticism from some.  However, 
inherent in the recommendation was the acknowledgement that times had changed since 
the inception of the HSR in the 1930s.  By the 1990s, many sites had already acquired 
significant amounts of information about their histories.  Over time, historic preservation 
policy had also changed drastically.  The creation of programs such as National Historic 
Landmarks, as well as the National and Local Registers, have all generated investigations 
into the histories of many important sites. 
                                               
123 National Park Service, NPS-28, Chapter 8, 101. 
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The critics argued that the so-called “convenient and reliable” sources cited by the Task 
Force (such as National Register nominations) were often times filled with errors and 
could not be trusted.  However what if one of the sources used was the transcription of a 
first-hand account found in a famous historian’s award-winning book?  What if an article 
from a prestigious journal already documented a chain of title relevant to the site being 
investigated?  Technology such as Google Book, Google Scholar and JSTOR are 
currently transforming the way research is being conducted.  These resources challenge 
the notion that there is no trusted, intellectual presence on the Internet.  As the number of 
original works available online increases, the discussion must begin concerning how to 
best take advantage of them in their new digital format.  With the production cost of 
HSRs already of such concern, it is time that this newly emerging internet be conceived 
of as an affordable complement to more traditional approaches to research. 
This same thinking is what allowed Edward L. Ayers, the historian behind the Valley of 
the Shadow to develop such an effective example of what can happen when historical 
research and technology intersect. He and the others involved in the Virginia Center for 
Digital History insist that the purpose of such initiatives is to “supplement” more 
commonly used research methodologies, not to replace them.  As he puts it, "I'm not 
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trying to dispense with what we have, and I'm not trying to displace it.  I'm just trying to 
add another way of seeing."124  This creative and visionary attitude is necessary in order 
for professionals in the field of historic preservation to continue with the tradition of 
innovative problem solving.  
The previous suggestions deal with how the preparation of the HSR could be improved 
through a more effective integration of technology.  However, a web-driven archive 
could also help the National Park Service achieve its broader mission.  According to 
Director’s Order #28 a “primary responsibility of the National Park Service is to identify, 
protect, and share the cultural resources under its jurisdiction.”125  The HSR currently 
plays an important role in both identifying and protecting the historic structures within 
NPS.  However the impact of the report’s ability to help share the history and stories 
associated with these important structures could be improved through an increased access 
to the research conducted.  The value of the large amount of data generated during the 
preparation of an HSR does not expire once the report is finished.  Nor is the information 
significant only to the managers of the site.  Students, teachers, local historical societies, 
                                               
124 Jeffrey R. Young, “With Digital Maps, Historians Chart a New Way Into the Past,” Chronicle for 
Higher Education, 10 November 2006, vol. 53. Issue 12, p. A33.  
125 National Park Service, NPS-28, Chapter 1, 1. 
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genealogists, historians and many more facets of the general public could find a wealth of 
knowledge in a historic structure report.  A web-driven archive would permit many more 
people the chance to utilize the information gathered by an HSR.  In the case of resources 
that may require more sensitivity and privacy such as important religious or burial sites, a 
simple password protected option could be added to the archive that would prevent 
general access to the data.  These currently available options promise to help the Park 
Service better share the “cultural resources [that] bring people together with the values 
and ideas that are necessary for success in contemporary society.”126
                                               
126 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 
In a city like New York, narrow streets can make it difficult for the onlooker to step back 
sufficiently enough to take in the beauty of the skyscrapers.  No matter how much a 
person strains their neck upwards, regardless of how tightly they press their back to the 
opposite building, sometimes they are simply too close to see with the perspective they 
want.  Perhaps in some ways, is has been difficult until now to step backwards 
sufficiently from the impact that technology has had on many facets of the field of 
historic preservation.   
The case studies from the early 1990s serve as stark reminders of how quickly technology 
continues to evolve.  It was not long ago that such simple features as “hyperlinks” still 
needed to be explained in almost scientific terms.  Now, even the most basic level user of 
the internet can intuitively navigate a website, understanding where to click thanks to a 
well established visual language.  Government agencies, businesses, educational 
institutions and non-profit organizations all increasingly depend on their websites to 
inform the public of their work.  Though it may be difficult to recall the moment that 
technology took on such a critical role in workflow production, it is most certainly 
impossible to imagine operating without it now.   
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Despite such a strong presence, the use of digital technology in the field of historic 
preservation is only recently being considered as a topic to be studied in and of itself.  
Many important initiatives have occurred within individual organizations, however the 
time has come to begin formalizing this new and necessary component of cultural 
management.  One of the most effective ways that this can be done is through 
universities.  Out of a survey of fourteen graduate programs in historic preservation in the 
United States, only two offer specific classes in the use of digital media.  By establishing 
coursework that teaches the use of these new tools, tomorrow’s preservation 
professionals enter the workforce with the training necessary to take full advantage of the 
available technologies.  In addition, classes present an important opportunity to develop 
and test methodologies in how digital media can be best integrated into the specific needs 
of cultural heritage.   
Project managers must begin to recognize that information management needs be thought 
about from the very first planning efforts.  The proper organization of data takes time and 
thought depending on the nature of the site, and so preparation must be given to how that 
process will be carried out.  Related to this point is the need to consider designating 
specific staff positions to information management.  With funding as limited as it is, an 
alternative could be re-writing certain job descriptions to specify that information 
management is a required task rather than an afterthought. 
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The National Park Service set a precedent, not only when it published the first HSR in 
1935, but when it continued to revisit the preparation guidelines for the report.  This 
commitment to review, update and hopefully improve the report is a clear indication of 
how important its role is in the preservation and management of historic structures.  It is, 
in part, a result of this well-established willingness to change that this thesis has been 
undertaken.  The recent developments in technology and their implications in cultural 
resource management are too far-reaching to ignore.  This investigation shows that these 
changes now require that the HSR guidelines be revisited once again, so that this 
important report can continue to evolve. 
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NPS-28: CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT GUIDELINE
CHAPTER 8: MANAGEMENT OF HISTORIC AND PREHISTORIC STRUCTURES
A. Introduction
1. Resource Definition
A historic structure is "a constructed work . . . consciously created to serve some human activity." 
Historic structures are usually immovable, although some have been relocated and others are mobile by 
design. They include buildings and monuments, dams, millraces and canals, nautical vessels, bridges, 
tunnels and roads, railroad locomotives, rolling stock and track, stockades and fences, defensive works, 
temple mounds and kivas, ruins of all structural types, and outdoor sculpture. 
Prehistoric structures are included in this chapter because the technical aspects of their preservation are 
similar to those of many historic structures. All prehistoric structures are also archeological resources, 
and some are ethnographic resources. They should therefore be managed within the general provisions 
of Chapters 6 and 10, particularly with respect to research and planning. Prehistoric structures are 
further distinguished by National Park Service policy limitations on their use and treatment. Given these 
qualifications, the term "historic structure" in this guideline is meant to encompass prehistoric structures 
unless otherwise stated.
2. Program Objectives
According to both federal law and NPS Management Policies, all historic structures in which the Service 
has a legal interest are to be managed as cultural resources. Regardless of type, level of significance, or 
current function, every structure is to receive full consideration for its historical values whenever a 
decision is made that might affect its integrity. Historic structures that are central to the legislated 
purposes of parks, especially those that are to be interpreted, may be subjects of additional, specialized 
efforts appropriate to their functions and significance.
The preservation of historic structures involves two basic concerns: slowing the rate at which historic 
material is lost, and maintaining historic character. Research on, planning for, and stewardship of 
historic structures focus on these concerns. Research defines historical associations, integrity, 
character, and the causes of material deterioration; planning develops and evaluates proposals for use 
and treatment in terms of their likely effects; and stewardship entails activities ranging from craft training 
to the identification and mitigation of threats.
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Preservation of historic structures is an interdisciplinary effort requiring cooperation and communication 
among historical architects, architectural conservators, preservation specialists, archeologists, 
landscape architects, historians, ethnographers, and curators. 
B. Research
Research about historic structures is a prerequisite for treatment and provides a basis for decision-
making by managers. Situations benefiting from research-generated information range from review of 
weekly maintenance projects to long-term planning projects. Research also contributes to interpretation, 
compliance, and facility design.
To accomplish these purposes, research typically concentrates on three broad aspects of a historic 
structure: its historical, technical, aesthetic, or scientific associations; its developmental history or 
evolution; and the nature, performance, and capability of its materials and systems. This information is 
collected, analyzed, and organized through a variety of means, discussed below.
1. Identification, Evaluation, and Registration
Section 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act requires the NPS to identify and nominate to the 
National Register of Historic Places all structures and other properties under its jurisdiction that appear 
eligible. Historical areas of the national park system are automatically listed in the National Register in 
toto upon their establishment by law or executive order, but those structures and other features within 
them that contribute to their historical significance must still be documented for Register purposes.
a. Historic Resource Study
The historic resource study (HRS) is the primary document used to identify and manage the historic 
resources in a park. It is the basis for understanding their significance and interrelationships, a point of 
departure for development of interpretive plans, and the framework within which additional research 
should be initiated.
Although structures may be nominated to the National Register on an individual basis, they are most 
efficiently processed as part of an HRS. (For more guidance see "Baseline Research Reports" in 
historical, aesthetic, technical, or scientific associations of structures within the study area. Second, the 
HRS must contain enough information about the developmental history or evolution of each structure to 
evaluate its integrity. Third, the study must contain enough information about the contributing 
environment of each structure to enable National Register boundaries to be defined and possible 
overlaps with cultural landscapes and archeological or ethnographic resources to be identified.
Research on structures or topics that were not included in an earlier HRS should be published as an 
addendum to that document.
b. National Register Nominations
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National Register nominations may be prepared either for individual structures or for groups of 
structures. Collective nominations are appropriate for structures that are physically related, as in a 
historic district, or thematically related, as in a multiple property nomination. (For additional guidance 
see "Resource Identification, Evaluation, and Registration" in Chapter 2.)
As noted in the introduction to this guideline, the cultural resource types in the NPS Management
Policies and this guideline are adaptations for management purposes of the property categories used by 
the National Register. Park resources classified as structures may be listed as buildings, structures, or 
objects in the National Register. Historic and prehistoric structures also may be included in the Register 
as contributing elements of historic districts, either as components of developed areas or as landscape 
features.
c. List of Classified Structures
The List of Classified Structures (LCS) is the primary computerized database containing information 
about historic and prehistoric structures in which the NPS has or plans to acquire any legal interest. 
Properties included in the LCS are either in or eligible for the National Register or are to be treated as 
cultural resources by law, policy, or decision reached through the planning process even though they do 
not meet all National Register requirements. Data fields in the LCS include identification, category of 
significance, condition, use, threats, treatments, cost estimates for treatments, and physical description.
The LCS has three major applications: (a) to describe historic structures on an individual or collective 
basis at park, regional, or Service-wide levels, (b) as a common information source for other automated 
management systems such as the Maintenance Management (MM) program and the Housing Inventory, 
and (c) as an analytical tool in budgeting, scheduling, and program development.
(For more information see "Service-wide Inventories" in Chapter 2 and the List of Classified Structures 
[LCS] User's Manual, 1993.)
d. Categories of Significance
All cultural resources are managed under a uniform standard of preservation responsibility. The 
following categories of significance are used to establish LCS management categories, determine 
appropriate levels of graphic documentation, and make other related management decisions for 
prehistoric and historic structures within the national park system. 
Category Ia: Individual structures that qualify as national historic landmarks, are listed in the National 
Register as nationally significant, or that possess national significance by act of Congress or executive 
order.
Category Ib: Structures that do not possess national significance on an individual basis, but contribute to 
the national significance of a park or historic district.
Category II: Structures that individually or collectively qualify for the National Register and possess 
significance at the state level.
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Category III: Structures that individually or collectively qualify for the National Register and possess 
significance at the local level.
2. Documentation and Investigation
As a rule, research about a historic structure should complement existing information and strive to 
produce a comprehensive understanding of the structure in order to adequately address management 
objectives. Research effort should be proportional to the significance of the structure and the range of 
effects associated with the objectives. Although individual features, areas, or systems may be 
emphasized, research should approach the structure as a whole.
Research needed to supply missing information should be defined in terms of subject, scope, and level 
of investigation. The subject may range from one feature on a single historic structure to a complex of 
structures. Scope includes but is not limited to thematic context, physical documentation, temporal 
associations, developmental history, scientific value, and material analysis. Level of investigation 
describes the nature and location of sources to be consulted and the degree to which extant material will 
be disturbed or destroyed during research. These considerations are described in the task directive and 
research design for every substantial research effort. (See "Research Methodology" in Chapter 2.)
Destructive techniques, such as archeological excavation and selective demolition, should be used only 
when alternatives are inadequate to provide information essential for evaluating, planning for, treating, 
or interpreting a historic structure. Any research that would directly impact a cultural resource must be 
reviewed in advance through the compliance process. Research involving prehistoric and some historic 
structures may also require consultation with Native Americans or other associated ethnic groups.
a. Historic Structure Report
The historic structure report (HSR) is the primary guide to treatment and use of a historic structure and 
may also be used in managing a prehistoric structure. A separate HSR should be prepared for every 
major structure managed as a cultural resource. Groups of similar structures or ensembles of small, 
simple structures may be addressed in a single report. In no case should restoration, reconstruction, or 
extensive rehabilitation of any structure be undertaken without an approved HSR, Parts 1 and 2.
An HSR includes the following:
Management Summary. This is a concise account of research done to produce the HSR, major 
research findings, major issues identified in the task directive, and recommendations for treatment and 
use. Administrative data on the structure and related studies are included.
Part 1, Developmental History, is a scholarly report documenting the evolution of a historic structure, its 
current condition, and the causes of its deterioration. It is based on documentary research and physical 
examination. The scope of documentary research may extend beyond the physical development of the 
structure if needed to clarify the significance of the resource or to refine contextual associations; 
however, major historical investigation of contextual themes or background information should be 
conducted as part of a historic resource study. If the Inventory and Condition Assessment Program 
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(ICAP) is used to describe the nature and condition of features, resultant reports (e.g., the historic asset 
assessment report) should be included in the HSR's appendix.
Part 2, Treatment and Use, presents and evaluates alternative uses and treatments for a historic 
structure. Emphasis is on preserving extant historic material and resolving conflicts that might result 
from a structure's "ultimate treatment." Part 2 concludes by recommending a treatment and use 
responding to objectives identified by park management. In most cases, design work does not go 
beyond schematics. 
Part 3, Record of Treatment, is a compilation of information documenting actual treatment. It includes 
accounting data, photographs, sketches, and narratives outlining the course of work, conditions 
encountered, and materials used. 
All aspects of a historic structure and its immediate grounds should be addressed in an HSR. Potential 
overlaps with other cultural resource types and natural resource issues should be identified, and 
applicable studies and reports should be called for or referenced. An HSR and analogous reports (e.g., 
a cultural landscape report) may be combined to address multiple resource types at a single property or 
area.
MODEL HSR CONTENTS
i. Cover Page
ii. Table of Contents
iii. Executive Summary. This introductory text provides a concise account of (a) research done 
to produce the HSR, (b) major research findings, (c) major issues identified in the task directive, 
and (d) recommenda-tions for treatment or use. Deviations from general planning documents 
should be identified here and discussed more fully in the body of the report.
iv. Administrative Data. This section contains (a) names, numbers, and locational data used to 
refer to the historic structure, (b) the proposed treatment of the structure including the source 
document, (c) related studies, (d) cultural resource data including date listed in the National 
Register, period of significance, and context of significance, and (e) recommendations for 
documentation, cataloging, and storage of materials generated by the HSR.
PART 1. DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
A. Historical Background and Context. This section briefly describes the people and events 
associated with the structure. The section should establish a recommended period or periods of 
significance if this has not been done in the National Register nomination or historic resource 
study (HRS).
B. Chronology of Development and Use. Physical construction, modification, and use of the 
struc-ture is summarized in this section. The text should be based on historical documentation 
with corroboration from first-hand observation and materials analysis.
C. Physical Description. This section contains a systematic accounting of all features, 
materials, and spaces according to age, significance, and condition. Copies of computer-
generated inspection reports should be included in the appendix but summarized in the body of 
the chapter. The text should also discuss causes of deterioration and structural adequacy.
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PART 2. TREATMENT AND USE
A. Ultimate Treatment and Use. This narrative discusses and analyzes the ultimate treatment 
and use of the structure as defined in park planning documents. If they have not been defined, 
this section may recommend an ultimate treatment and use. If analysis of the structure 
suggests that a planned treatment or use would adversely affect it, the text may present an 
alternative approach.
B. Requirements for Treatment. In concise terms, this text outlines applicable laws, regula-
tions, and functional requirements. Specific attention should be given to issues of human 
safety, fire protection, energy conservation, abatement of hazardous materials, and 
handicapped accessibility.
C. Alternatives for Treatment. This section presents and evaluates alternative approaches to 
realization of the ultimate treatment. Alternatives are presented in both text and graphic form. 
Analysis addresses the adequacy of each solution in terms of impact on historic materials, 
effect on historic character, compliance with NPS policy, and other management objectives. 
The section concludes with elaboration on the recommended course of action and specific 
recommendations for preservation treatments.
PART 3. RECORD OF TREATMENT
A. Completion Report. This section summarizes (a) the intent of the work, (b) the way in which 
the work was approached and accomplished, (c) the time required to do the work, and (d) the 
cost of the work. It also describes any information about the history of the structure based on 
physical evidence discovered during construction.
B. Technical Data. This portion of the report contains copies of field reports, material data 
sheets, field notes, correspondence, accounting spread sheets, and contract summaries.
APPENDIX
Bibliography
Drawings
Photographs
Materials Analysis
Parts 1 and 2 of an HSR should be prepared jointly as part of a comprehensive effort soon after 
acquisition of a structure or recognition of its status as a cultural resource. Given funding and time 
constraints, however, an HSR may be prepared incrementally. Incremental research and design should 
also be considered when a complete HSR does not exist or an existing HSR does not adequately 
address aspects of a proposed treatment such as replication of missing features, removal of significant 
features or large amounts of historic material, or introduction of new systems or exterior additions. In no 
case should a Part 2 be prepared without a Part 1. 
The scope, level of investigation, and extent of schematic development are outlined in a task directive 
that is based on the recommendations of a historical architect in consultation with other cultural resource 
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specialists and the park manager. Major factors considered in developing the task directive include the 
structure's significance, condition, and intended use. The task directive should also address participation 
of other cultural resource specialists and publication of the document.
The following standards apply:
A historic structure report (HSR) is prepared to minimize loss of character-defining features and 
materials whenever existing information about the developmental history and condition of the 
historic structure does not provide an adequate basis upon which to address anticipated 
management objectives, whenever alternative courses of action for impending treatment and use 
could have adverse effects, or to record treatment.
Architectural, landscape, and archeological investigations supporting an HSR have the least 
possible impact on the property studied and employ nondestructive methods to the maximum 
extent possible; they are prescribed and justified in a task directive that includes a research 
design and impact analysis.
b. Graphic Documentation
Documentation of historic structures is undertaken to record preservation treatment, provide a baseline 
for monitoring, aid in interpretation, support scholarly research, and serve as an objective reference for 
repair or reconstruction in the event of damage or loss. The scope, method, and level of documentation 
of a structure should be proportional to its significance as a cultural resource, the character of its 
features, the degree to which it is endangered, and the ways in which the documentation is most likely 
to be used.
All documentation is done in conformance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Architectural 
and Engineering Documentation (see Appendix C). Where recording is done to establish a baseline for 
planning or before demolition, the following documentation levels are recommended: Level I for 
Category Ia structures, Level II for Category Ib structures, Level III for Category II structures, and Level 
IV for Category III structures.
New materials and replacement features introduced should be recorded in place with photographs or 
drawings that clearly indicate their extent. Physical evidence of the developmental history of a structure 
should be recorded before being removed or covered during treatment. Copies of task directives, daily 
reports, and change orders should also be retained in park files.
c. Archival Considerations
Although comprehensive, in-depth research is an ideal foundation for preservation work, most 
information about historic structures is collected on a piecemeal basis throughout the resource 
management process. Primary information sources include contextual studies, records of treatment, 
records of structural monitoring, photographic and graphic documentation, and reports of material 
analysis and archival research. To maximize the benefit of this work and minimize potential data loss, all 
field notes, primary documents, original maps, drawings, photographs, material samples, and oral 
histories generated during resource management are organized and preserved as archival material or 
museum objects in consultation with the park or support office curator.
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C. Planning
Planning for historic structures encompasses such diverse activities as involvement in park planning, 
facility design, preparation of maintenance work procedures, and compliance. The central purpose of all 
such activities is to identify ways of protecting cultural resources while achieving other management 
objectives. This is usually best done by thoughtful evaluation of a diverse range of alternatives.
General direction for managing a park's historic structures is provided in its general management plan, 
development concept plan(s), interpretive prospectus, and resources management plan. Action plans 
that may affect historic structures include historic furnishing reports and cultural landscape reports. 
Historic structures may also figure prominently in planning for special populations and fire and energy 
management.
Treatment and use are the central issues in planning for historic structures. Closely related concerns 
include consideration of park administrative and interpretive needs, compatibility of new and old 
development, accommodation of building codes and contemporary regulations, and the overall condition 
of the structures.
1. Treatment Planning
Historic structure treatment involves one or more of the following actions: (a) preservation of existing 
materials, (b) replication of missing historic features, (c) addition of nonhistoric features, and (d) removal 
of existing features or materials.
Decisions about treatment occur at three planning levels. First, the ultimate treatment of a structure is 
established in the park's general management plan or development concept plan. Second, major 
conflicts inherent in the ultimate treatment or other related treatments are identified and resolved 
through an HSR, Part 2. Third, plans and specifications are prepared to direct construction or 
preservation maintenance. Standardized direction for preservation maintenance is provided by work 
procedures contained in the Historic Property Preservation Database (HPPD).
Decisions about treatment should reflect the value of a structure as a cultural resource, knowledge of 
craft techniques and building materials, consideration of current and intended uses, appreciation of 
threats to the structure, and projections of treatment costs relative to likely funding.
a. Ultimate Treatment
The ultimate treatment of a historic structure is a general definition of its development limits based on 
considerations of use and the historic character that should be presented to the public. It is 
accomplished through one or more construction projects, after which the structure is preserved by 
preservation maintenance. Subsequent rehabilitation or restoration may be needed to update the 
structure's functional aspects and to repair or replace damaged or deteriorated features. Pending 
ultimate treatment, a structure is stabilized and protected in its existing condition; it may also receive 
interim treatment compatible with its planned appearance and use.
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The categories of ultimate treatment are preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction.
Preservation as an ultimate treatment maintains the existing integrity and character of a historic 
structure. This alternative precludes uses that would require major additions or demolition. It should 
always receive first consideration.
Rehabilitation maintains the existing integrity and character of a historic structure, but allows major 
additions or alterations to accommodate a compatible contemporary use. Rehabilitation does not apply 
to prehistoric structures, ruins, monuments, or outdoor sculpture, nor should it be the ultimate treatment 
for historically furnished historic structures even though they may require major modifications to perform 
as such.
Restoration reestablishes the form, features, and character of a historic structure at a specific past 
period. Restoration may be comprehensive or focus on the exterior. Complete restoration is done 
primarily to Category Ia structures and structures containing historic furnishings, although secondary 
aspects of their interiors may be adaptively used. Exterior restoration applies primarily to Category Ib 
structures and some Category Ia structures that are integral to the historic settings of parks. Treatment 
and use of their interiors must meet corresponding standards and must not affect the desired exterior 
appearance. Management Policies permits restoration only if (a) it is essential for public understanding 
of the cultural associations of a park and (2) it can be accomplished with minimal conjecture based on 
sufficient data. Restoration of prehistoric or historic ruins is prohibited.
Reconstruction produces a new structure identical in form, features, and details to a historic structure 
that no longer exists. Management Policies permits reconstruction only if (a) it is essential for public 
understanding of the cultural associations of a park established for that purpose, (b) the structure can be 
built at full scale on the original site with minimal conjecture, and (c) significant archeological resources 
will be preserved in situ or their research values will be realized through data recovery. Meeting the first 
criterion requires a demonstration that no other interpretive media or techniques can render the park's 
primary theme comprehensible to visitors. Reconstruction will be undertaken only upon specific written 
approval of the director after policy review in the Washington office.
b. Historic Property Preservation Database (HPPD)
The HPPD is a computerized database containing technical information on the treatment of historic and 
prehistoric structures and cultural landscapes. It contains work procedures for the Inventory and 
Condition Assessment Program (ICAP) and Maintenance Management (MM) program. Work 
procedures include skill requirements, work consideration, material and equipment selection, and work 
instructions. The HPPD also contains information for more intensive treatments such as rehabilitation 
and restoration.
c. Removal or Neglect
Demolishing a historic structure or deliberately allowing it to decay naturally is justifiable only when all 
alternatives have been determined infeasible in the planning process. Management Policies prohibits 
demolition unless necessary for public safety or to eliminate an unacceptable intrusion. 
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No structure listed in or potentially eligible for the National Register will be removed or deliberately 
neglected without review by cultural resource specialists and approval by the regional director. If a 
potentially eligible structure has not been evaluated for the National Register, the state historic 
preservation officer (SHPO) will be consulted regarding its eligibility. If the SHPO agrees that the 
structure does not meet National Register criteria, removal or deliberate neglect may occur without 
further consultation under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
Before a structure eligible for the National Register is removed or allowed to deteriorate, documentation 
recording it must be prepared in accordance with Section 110(b) of the National Historic Preservation 
Act and must be submitted to and accepted by the Chief, HABS/HAER Program. (For additional 
information see "Graphic Documentation," above.)
2. Use of Historic Structures
Many historic (but not prehistoric) structures directly support park functions by serving as visitor centers, 
housing, or administrative offices. Some such uses follow historical precedents; others are new, 
adaptive uses. The primary preservation issue in either case is the compatibility of the use with the 
structure. Considerations include wear patterns, adequacy of space and spatial configurations, the need 
for new electrical or mechanical systems, increases in fire risk, and changes necessary to accommodate 
disabled employees or visitors. Whenever possible, historic structures should be used rather than new 
facilities constructed.
Historic (but not prehistoric) structures may be assigned to other entities through leases, permits, or 
concession agreements if there are no feasible NPS uses. (See "Partnerships," below.)
a. Park Housing
The Federal Employees Quarters and Facilities Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-459) authorizes agencies to 
provide employee housing at fair-market rental value when necessary service or protection cannot 
otherwise be rendered or when community housing is inadequate.
NPS policy allows historic structures to be used for housing when "a given historic structure can be 
rehabilitated to meet housing standards without adversely affecting its historic character and if the 
rehabilitated structure will meet a need identified in the Park Housing Management Plan." Housing in 
Category Ia and Ib structures or structures used in part as museums is generally inappropriate.
(For more information see the Housing Design and Rehabilitation Guideline [NPS-76] and the 
Government Furnished Housing Guideline [NPS-36].) 
b. Museums
Historic structures are often expected to house museum objects including historic furnishings. The 
furnishings may be historically associated with the structures or replacement items of the same vintage. 
While such museum use may be appropriate and even mandated, the requirements of collection 
management and the effects of public access should first be thoroughly explored and evaluated through 
preparation and approval of an HSR. Specific issues to be studied include energy utilization, 
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accessibility, security and fire protection, and environmental control.
Historic structures containing related historic furnishings are managed so that measures to meet 
curatorial standards and measures to meet structure preservation standards are balanced. Proposals to 
furnish a historic structure with replacement or reproduction furnishings should be carefully evaluated to 
ensure that physical work to meet curatorial standards will not entail unacceptable adverse effects on 
the structure.
3. Commemorative Works and Plaques
Commemorative works will be erected in parks only if authorized by Congress or approved by the 
director. Approved commemorative works will be sited to avoid disturbance of natural and cultural 
resources and values. Plaques or other memorial devices will not be affixed to historic structural 
material.
Construction of a commemorative work will not be approved until a determination is made that the work 
will meet NPS design and maintenance standards. Recommendations for approval will be made by 
persons qualified in the fields of preservation, park design, and maintenance. Once constructed, 
commemorative works will be listed in the LCS and managed as cultural resources. (See Management
Policies 9:17.)
4. Codes, Regulations, and Contemporary Development
Although historic structures that functionally serve park staff or visitors are generally expected to meet 
modern safety, access, and energy efficiency standards, their character may impose limitations on 
functional modifications and adjacent development.
a. Design Compatibility
Contemporary additions or development adjacent to historic structures should be designed to 
complement the structures' visual and physical characteristics. Concern for the compatibility of additions 
extends to both the exteriors and interiors of historic structures. Special attention should be given to new 
construction within historic districts.
A new structure or addition will be compatible if it maintains the overall pattern of development in the 
area and is visually unobtrusive in terms of scale, texture, and continuity of architectural style or 
tradition. Scale is defined in terms of similar or harmonious proportions, especially height and width. 
Texture refers to the surface quality of materials, especially reflection of light. Continuity encompasses 
such characteristics as use of color, internal organization of space, massing, roof forms, architectural 
details, site relationships, palette of materials, and placement of windows and doors. Unless a new 
structure is a reconstruction, it should not duplicate or mimic a historic structure.
b. Accessibility
With the exception of prehistoric structures, every historic structure should be made accessible to all 
visitors and employees to the highest degree feasible. As a general rule, a historic structure is expected 
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to meet all requirements for accessible buildings outlined in section 4.1.6 of the Uniform Federal 
Accessibility Standards (UFAS; 49 FR 31528). If the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation finds that 
compliance with the requirements would threaten or destroy the historical integrity of a historic building, 
alternative requirements outlined in section 4.1.7(3) of UFAS may be followed.
Alternatives to physical access for public programs may be considered if the Advisory Council 
determines that measures required for access would unacceptably compromise a building's historical 
integrity or character. (For additional information see Accommodation of Disabled Visitors at Historic 
Sites in the National Park System, 1983.)
c. Safety and Security
Structures, their contents, and the people in and near them can be protected by a combination of use 
management, facilities management, and protective systems. When existing or proposed uses of 
structures present safety or security problems, and when solutions to such problems would 
unacceptably compromise their historical integrity or character, the uses should be changed or limited to 
eliminate or minimize the conflicts.
Passive techniques and proactive management strategies are employed wherever possible to minimize 
damage or loss. Particularly for Category Ia and Ib structures, installation of security, fire detection, and 
passive fire suppression systems is encouraged if they will not significantly impair the resource value of 
the structures. Other modifications, including changes to facilitate emergency egress, should be 
considered only when they are the only viable options and will not significantly impair the historical 
integrity or character of structures.
Plans for treatment of historic and prehistoric structures should also address treatment of associated 
hazardous materials, including lead, asbestos, and underground fuel tanks. All work involving these 
hazards should be undertaken in ways that will minimize loss of historic material and character. (For 
additional information see the Loss Control Management Guideline [NPS-50] and other applicable 
directives.)
d. Energy Conservation
Historic structures should be managed to minimize energy use, but modifications to improve energy 
efficiency are acceptable only if they will not adversely affect the structures' historical integrity or 
character. Any proposed action that would alter the temperature, relative humidity, light, or air quality in 
a historic structure must be evaluated to determine its potential effect on the structure and any museum 
objects or archival materials therein. Such actions include installation of insulation, vapor barriers, and 
storm windows, and changes in energy sources.
5. Administrative Issues
Plans for treatment and use of historic and prehistoric structures should be reviewed during their 
preparation to ensure compliance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties and the additional standards in this guideline. Once approved, the plans should be 
used to program funds and staff time necessary for their implementation.
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a. Compliance
All project plans for historic and prehistoric structures must be reviewed for compliance with Section 106 
of the National Historic Preservation Act. Proposed treatment involving prehistoric and some historic 
structures may also require consultation with Native Americans or other associated ethnic groups. In 
planning undertakings involving historic structures, it is important to consider possible effects on 
archeological resources, cultural landscapes, museum objects, and ethnographic resources as well.
b. Funding and Staffing
Every treatment project, including preservation, is initiated by a programming document containing cost 
estimates and a scope of work. This information should be drawn from the Inventory and Condition 
Assessment Program (ICAP) or an approved HSR.
All research, planning, and treatment involving historic structures must be done by qualified persons. 
Staffing requirements for park cultural resource specialists should be included in the resources 
management plan for each park. Cooperative projects and temporary details of specialists from parks, 
support offices, and centers are encouraged to maximize use of existing skills and knowledge within the 
NPS.
c. Construction Documents
Working drawings and specifications for treatment of historic and prehistoric structures are prepared 
under the direction of a historical architect consistent with the Drafting for Design and Construction 
Guideline. In addition, construction documents will meet the following standards:
Existing conditions are clearly documented if they are not included in an HSR or ICAP report. 
Provisions are made for a detailed photographic or graphic record of the treatment process.
All aspects of the proposed treatment are consistent with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards 
for the Treatment of Historic Properties and the additional standards and other provisions in this 
guideline. Specific attention is given to use of materials, craftsmanship, design, installation of 
new systems, and structural reinforcement.
Provisions are made for protection of all cultural and natural resources at the construction site. 
Significant material to be retained in situ is identified and methods of identification for new 
materials are prescribed.
Specifications include procedures to be followed if structural problems are encountered or new 
features or resources are found.
Specifications include special skills required of contractors and craftspersons.
D. Stewardship
For historic structures, stewardship focuses on five major activities: (a) control of treatment and use, (b) 
monitoring conditions of deterioration and structural failure, (c) protecting structures from human and 
environmental threats, (d) retaining or delegating responsibility for structures, and (e) developing the 
skills, knowledge, and attitudes needed to support the program. The last of these is addressed in 
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Chapter 4 as part of training. Guidance for the others follows.
1. Treatment and Use
Treatment and use of historic structures follows the conditions outlined in approved planning documents 
such as the general management plan, historic structure report, and ICAP work procedures.
Treatment of historic structures is divided into four categories: preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, 
and reconstruction. These categories parallel those used in planning for the ultimate treatment of 
historic structures. They are also the same as those outlined in Management Policies and the Secretary
of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, commonly referred to as the 
Secretary's Standards.
One treatment category, preservation, encompasses four activities recognized in the 1995 Servicewide 
Programmatic Agreement (PA): stabilization, housekeeping, routine maintenance, and cyclic 
maintenance. Under stipulation IV of the PA these activities are referred to collectively as "preservation 
maintenance." (See Chapter 5 for additional information.)
The following standards apply to all treatments:
Use is monitored and regulated to minimize both immediate and long-term damage.
Use of destructive techniques, such as archeological excavation, is limited to providing sufficient 
information for research, interpretation, and management needs.
All work that may affect resources is evaluated by an historical architect and other professionals, 
as appropriate.
All modification, repair, or replacement of materials and features is preceded by sufficient study 
and recording to protect research and interpretive values.
New work, materials, and replacement features are identified, documented, or permanently 
marked in an unobtrusive manner to distinguish them from original work, materials, and features. 
The manner and location of identification is recorded using the Inventory and Condition 
Assessment Program (ICAP).
A proposed treatment project is initiated by the appropriate programming document, including a 
scope of work and cost estimate from an HSR or ICAP. Such projects include preservation 
maintenance as well as major treatment. No treatment is undertaken without an approved HSR 
or work procedure documenting the work, and Section 106 compliance.
A treatment project is directed by a historical architect and performed by qualified technicians.
Representative features salvaged from a historic structure are accessioned and cataloged, 
provided that they fall within the park's scope of collection statement.
All changes made during treatment are graphically documented with drawings and photographs. 
Records of treatment are managed as archival materials by a curator or archivist within the park's 
museum collection.
a. Preservation
Preservation maintains the existing integrity and character of a historic structure by arresting or retarding 
deterioration caused by natural forces and normal use. It includes both maintenance and stabilization. 
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Maintenance is a systematic activity mitigating wear and deterioration of a structure by protecting its 
condition. Stabilization involves reestablishing the stability of an unsafe, damaged, or deteriorating 
structure while maintaining its existing character. The following standards based on the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties apply:
A historic structure is used as it was historically, or is given a new or adaptive use that maximizes 
the retention of historic materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships. Where a treatment 
and use have not been identified, a structure is protected and, if necessary, stabilized until 
additional work may be undertaken. Adaptive use of prehistoric structures is prohibited.
The historic character of a historic structure is retained and preserved. The replacement or 
removal of intact or repairable historic materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial 
relationships that characterize a structure is avoided.
Each historic structure is recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Work 
needed to stabilize, consolidate, and conserve historic materials and features is physically and 
visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and properly documented for future 
research.
Changes to a historic structure that have acquired historical significance in their own right are 
retained and preserved.
Historic materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship 
that characterize a historic structure are preserved.
The existing condition of historic features is evaluated to determine the appropriate level of 
intervention needed. Where the severity of deterioration requires repair or limited replacement of 
a historic feature, the new work matches the old in design, color, texture, and where possible, 
materials. Repair or replacement of features is substantiated by archeological, documentary, or 
physical evidence.
Chemical or physical treatments that cause damage to historic materials are not used.
Archeological and landscape resources are protected and preserved in place. If such resources 
must be disturbed, mitigation measures are undertaken including recovery, curation, and 
documentation.
The following additional standards apply:
Stabilization detracts as little as possible from a historic structure's appearance and significance. 
Reinforcement is concealed wherever possible so as not to intrude upon or detract from the 
aesthetic, historical, or archeological quality of the structure, except where concealment would 
result in the alteration or destruction of historically or archeologically significant features, 
materials, or physical or visual relationships. Accurate documentation of stabilization procedures 
is kept and made available for future needs.
Maintenance is executed by qualified technicians in accordance with approved work procedures. 
Where such procedures are nonexistent or incomplete, a historical architect provides technical 
guidance.
All features of a historic structure are inspected on a scheduled basis and information about their 
condition is entered into ICAP.
b. Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation improves the utility or function of a historic structure, through repair or alteration, to make 
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possible a compatible contemporary use while preserving those portions or features that are important 
in defining its significance. Leased historic structures rehabilitated consistent with the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation may be eligible for preservation tax credits. The following 
standards based on the Secretary's Standards apply:
A historic structure is used as it was historically or is given a new or adaptive use that maximizes 
the retention of historic materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships. Adaptive use of 
prehistoric structures is prohibited.
The historic character of a historic structure is retained and preserved. The replacement or 
removal of intact or repairable historic materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial 
relationships that characterize a structure is avoided.
Each historic structure is recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes 
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features from 
other structures, are not undertaken. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate, and conserve historic 
materials and features is physically and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, 
and properly documented for future research.
Changes to a historic structure that have acquired historical significance in their own right are 
retained and preserved.
Historic materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship 
that characterize a historic structure are preserved.
Deteriorated historic features are repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 
deterioration requires repair or replacement of a historic feature, the new feature matches the old 
in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials. Repair or replacement of missing 
features is substantiated by archeological, documentary, or physical evidence.
Chemical or physical treatments that cause damage to historic materials are not used.
Archeological and landscape resources are protected and preserved in place. If such resources 
must be disturbed, mitigation measures are undertaken including recovery, curation, and 
documentation.
Additions, alterations, or related new construction do not destroy historic materials, features, and 
spatial relationships that characterize the historic structure. New work is differentiated from the 
old and is compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and 
massing of the structure.
Additions and adjacent or related new construction are undertaken in such a manner that if 
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic structure would be 
unimpaired.
c. Restoration
Restoration accurately presents the form, features, and character of a historic structure as it appeared at 
a specific period. It may involve the replication of missing historic features and removal of later features, 
some having cultural value in themselves. The following standards based on the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties apply:
A historic structure is used as it was historically or given a new or adaptive use that interprets the 
structure and its restoration period. Adaptive use of prehistoric structures is prohibited.
Materials and features from the restoration period are retained and preserved. The removal of 
materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize the period is 
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not undertaken.
Each historic structure is recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes 
that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features from 
other structures, are not undertaken. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate, and conserve 
materials and features from the restoration period is physically and visually compatible, 
identifiable upon close inspection, and properly documented for future research.
Materials, features, finishes, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize other historic 
periods are documented prior to their alteration or removal.
Historic materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship 
that characterize the restoration period are preserved.
Deteriorated features from the restoration period are repaired rather than replaced. Where the 
severity of deterioration requires replacement of a historic feature, the new feature matches the 
old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features from the restoration period is substantiated by archeological, 
documentary, or physical evidence. A false sense of history is not created by adding conjectural 
features or features from other structures, or by combining features that never existed together 
historically.
Chemical or physical treatments that cause damage to historic materials are not used.
Archeological and landscape resources are protected and preserved in place. If such resources 
must be disturbed, mitigation measures are undertaken including recovery, curation, and 
documentation.
Designs that were never executed historically are not constructed.
The following additional standards apply:
Archeological, documentary, or physical evidence is sufficient to permit accurate restoration with 
minimal conjecture. 
Restoration is essential to public understanding of the cultural associations of a park.
Reinforcements required for stability of existing support systems and protective or code-required 
features (HVAC, electrical, security, fire protection, handicapped accessibility, etc.) are 
concealed whenever possible so as not to intrude upon or detract from a historic structure's 
aesthetic and historical qualities, except where concealment would result in the alteration or 
destruction of historically significant features, materials, or physical or visual relationships.
d. Reconstruction
Reconstruction entails reproducing the form, features, and character of a non-surviving historic 
structure, or any part thereof, as it appeared at a specific time and place. Reconstruction of an entire 
structure is always a last-resort measure for addressing a management objective and will be undertaken 
only upon specific written approval of the director after policy review in the Washington office. The 
following standards based on the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic 
Properties apply:
Archeological, documentary, or physical evidence is available to permit accurate reconstruction 
with minimal conjecture, and such reconstruction is essential to public understanding of the 
cultural associations of a park established for that purpose.
Reconstruction of a historic structure in its historic location is preceded by a thorough 
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archeological investigation to identify and evaluate those features and artifacts which are 
essential to an accurate reconstruction. Mitigation measures are undertaken including recovery, 
curation, and documentation.
Reconstruction includes measures to preserve any remaining historic material, features, and 
spatial relationships.
Reconstruction is based on the accurate duplication of historic features substantiated by 
archeological, documentary, or physical evidence, rather than on conjectural designs or the 
availability of different features from other structures. A reconstructed historic structure re-creates 
the appearance of the non-surviving structure in design, color, texture, and, where possible, 
materials.
A reconstruction is clearly identified as a contemporary re-creation.
Designs that were never executed historically are not constructed.
The following additional standards apply:
The reconstructed historic structure is full-scale and on the original site.
The reconstruction does not simulate a damaged or ruined historic structure or constitute a 
general representation of a "typical" structure.
2. Monitoring and Inspections
Planning for maintenance of historic structures requires information about the nature and condition of 
their features. These data are collected on a systematic basis using the procedures outlined in the 
Inventory and Condition Assessment Program (ICAP). Major components of ICAP include the scheduled 
and major assessments modules that upload information into the Maintenance Management (MM) 
program to generate work requests. ICAP work procedures are contained in the Historic Property 
Preservation Database (HPPD) and are compatible with the MM program. ICAP interfaces electronically 
with the List of Classified Structures (LCS) and the Cultural Resources Management Bibliography 
(CRBIB).
As an integrated database with a growing capacity to coordinate information between maintenance and 
resource management, ICAP should be promptly implemented in all parks. All major assessments of 
historic structures should be based on ICAP, and reports of work done to historic structures should be 
recorded in ICAP.
(For additional information see the ICAP Reference Manual and Computer User Manual.)
3. Protection
Special attention must be paid to protection of historic structures from threats caused by use and 
environmental forces. Such threats include vandalism, smoking, storage of flammable materials and 
explosives, and vehicular and airplane traffic. Solutions include road patrols, restrictions on smoking and 
storage of flammables (as required in certain cases by Management Policies), proper collection and 
disposal of trash, housekeeping, routine and cyclic maintenance, installation of fire detection and 
suppression systems, limitations on or removal of traffic, and periodic inspections.
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4. Partnerships
Not all historic structures in parks are or can be managed directly by the NPS. Several alternatives are 
available and deserve consideration, particularly when treatment or use cannot be supported by the 
NPS.
a. Leasing
Leasing historic property under Section 111 of the National Historic Preservation Act (P.L. 96-515) 
provides both resource protection and revenue that may be used to defray costs associated with either a 
specific leased property or any other National Register property under NPS jurisdiction. As prescribed in 
Management Policies, a lease must ensure preservation of the property and must not unduly limit its 
appreciation by the public, interfere with visitor use and enjoyment of the park, or preclude use of the 
property for other management purposes judged more appropriate or cost-effective. The regulations 
governing leasing of historic properties under this authority are contained in 36 CFR 18. (For further 
information see Director's Order 27, "Historic Property Leases and Exchanges.")
Except within national parks, national monuments of scientific significance, and properties that were 
always federally owned, leasing of real property including historic property can also be undertaken 
under P.L. 90-401 and 36 CFR 17 in situations where resource protection would be enhanced. 
However, the rental income cannot be retained.
b. Special Use Permits
Special use permits allow use of historic structures for short periods. They can be canceled at any time. 
They should not be used as substitutes for leases under P.L. 96-515 or P.L. 90-401.
c. Cooperative Agreements
Under P.L. 104-208, the NPS may "enter into cooperative agreements that involve the transfer of 
National Park Service appropriated funds to State, local, and tribal governments, other public entities, 
educational institutions, and private nonprofit organizations for the public purpose of carrying out 
National Park Service programs." On the premise that resource preservation is a park program in 
support of a public purpose, this authority has been interpreted to mean that the NPS can allow the 
mentioned entities to rehabilitate and use park historic structures.
d. Concession Agreements
The Concession Management Act (P.L. 89-249) authorizes the secretary of the interior to contract for 
accommodations, facilities, and services necessary for public use and park enjoyment. Such 
agreements can permit concessioner use of historic structures.
Concessioner-occupied historic structures in which the NPS has a legally enforceable property interest 
will be managed in accordance with Chapter 5 of Management Policies and with all applicable standards 
in this guideline. Specific standards for concessioner-managed historic structures follow:
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All historic structures are inventoried, evaluated, and nominated to the National Register. 
Additions or alterations to historic structures and new facilities adjacent to them are contextually 
compatible.
A structure's interior finishes, features, and fixtures are evaluated and managed in accordance 
with their contribution to its significance.
NPS-owned furnishings are evaluated for both integrity and associations and if consistent with 
the park's scope of collection statement are managed as museum objects. 
Concession agreements include provisions outlining responsibility for preservation maintenance 
and rehabilitation as well as research, planning, and other appropriate treatments. 
Fire suppression and security systems required for public and structural safety are designed to 
be as unobtrusive as possible and are located to minimize adverse effects on the historic 
structure while meeting applicable codes.
Additions and alterations for accessibility are designed and located to be as unobtrusive as 
possible and to minimize adverse effects on the historic structure while meeting applicable 
regulations.
All proposals for concession projects that might affect historic structures, whether initiated by 
concessioners or the NPS, will be submitted to cultural resource specialists and concessions 
management specialists for review.
e. Conveyance
Except within national parks, national monuments of scientific significance, and properties that were 
always federally owned, Public Law 90-401 of July 15, 1968, allows the conveyance of a freehold 
interest in park real property, including historic property, with appropriate easements in situations where 
resource protection would be enhanced. (See 36 CFR 17.)
CHECKLIST FOR MANAGEMENT OF HISTORIC AND PREHISTORIC STRUCTURES
RESEARCH:
All structures eligible for the National Register of Historic Places have been identified and 
nominated.
All historic structures are in the List of Classified Structures and entries are complete and 
current.
Documentary research and physical examination are sufficient to support treatment.
Work procedures and major assessments are complete in an ICAP format.
All historic structures have been recorded to levels commensurate with their significance 
and mandated purposes.
Material samples, field notes, photographs, and construction files composing the resource 
information base are properly organized and placed in the park museum collection.
All professional reports and publications are entered in the Cultural Resources 
Management Bibliography.
PLANNING:
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All historic structures are appropriately addressed in the park's general management plan, 
development concept plan(s), and interpretive prospectus with respect to their 
significance, purposes or uses, and research bases.
Plans and specifications for all preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction 
work are prepared by a historical architect.
Work assignments for preservation maintenance are assigned priority based on the 
relative significance of assets and the relative seriousness of their condition.
Required consultation and legal compliance is carried out before any work is initiated, and 
the concerns of consultants are taken into account in decision-making.
STEWARDSHIP:
All work is done by qualified people in conformance with approved plans and 
specifications or work procedures.
All historic structures are inspected at least annually in an ICAP format.
All maintenance personnel who work in, on, or around historic structures are given 
appropriate training.
The entire park staff is made aware of the significance of all historic structures and the 
major threats to them.
All ground disturbance around historic structures is cleared or monitored by an 
archeologist.
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